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EI_LX KENTUCKY NEW
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRI
STIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, JUNE 11, 1897. VOLUME XXVII, NO. 50
AROUND AND ABOUT US
Ilearagraphs About Doings In
The Pennyrile.
NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.
Cask!. -Crofton. -Pembroke, -Fairview and
Other Neighboring Towns.
Caorroe.-The residence of William
West and Math Croft were burglarized
t week. A ntenber of valuable arti-
cles were stolen from both places.
--
PemBROKE.-Dr W. A. Lackey and
Walter Wood have purchased from Mrs.
Moore two commodious lots on North
Main, jtwt above Mr. Gill Smith's. and
are erecting as many beautiful cottage
dwellings of the very latest stylea,
which will be supplied with all modern
I conveniences, says the Review. ! Thesemagnificient buildings when oonkpleted
will add materially in building bp that
part of our already beautiful little city.
FAIRVIEW -Rev. J. P. Lowra, who
has been conducting a pmtracted meet-
ing at our sinter town, Pembrcike, for
some three weeks past, will, as We have
been informed by Rev. Lyon, commence
a meeting here the fine or seeoMt Sun-
day in July. Rev. Lowry has a
wonderful work at Hopkinavilla Tren-
ton and Pembroke. At the latter place
there were about seventy conversions.
Let all put their shoulder to the wheel
and render all the aid possible l to the
good work, and then we will see Mie sal-
vation of the Lord.-Review. •
Pa Dicx -Mies Fannie Goberitat tal-
ented young artist of Tenneenee, vial
ing her sister, Mrs. F. J. Worthington,
near Pee Dee. Miss Gober had tbe hon-
or of being one of the four your* ladies
chosen to paint the frieze for theri amil-
ton county room at the Nashville Cen-
tennial.
Asetocn -Mr. .1. W: Daugheiity has
bought from the Bank of Hopkinsville
the Wilkins farm, near Antioch Ohurch,
eight miles West of Fairview.
IF I. C. GETS THE O. V.
The Line Will Be Extended
To Nashville.
HELP. TO THIS SECTION
Editorial Comment on the Proposed Coal By
Leading Papers.
The people of Hopkinsville and Clit is-
lien contay are deeply interested in the
sale of the Ohio Valley Railroad which
will be held at Henderson on July 6.
It is generally believed that the I Ii-
nois Central will buy the road and a ill
extend it to Nashville.
The upset price has been fixed at $1,-
050,000. and a cash deposit of $100,000
Louisville will be represented at the
sale by Judge W. 0 Harris, who will
bid for the United States Trust Corn-
crsswvsss f-.LA)
= DID =
You Ever Get Lcffl
You Never Did,
‘c But Some People Nave.
$,
There
Is a prospect iow for a
good crop of wheal that will
a good price. Voil want an
easy running lilac ine that
take it up clean. rhe equal
„.•••••••
of • • • •
The DEE ING
has never been seem. Runs
like a Howard wiitch, and
gets ip whent as 'clean as a
garden rake . .
Ball bearing,
You know.
$ Don't Get Lef
By waiting' until the rush comes on
have your machine out add set up.
Oil and Twine at boOom prices.
to
ed
:14
pany, of New York ; James P. Helm,
for the Eastern bondholders: Judge A.
P. Humphrey, for the Central Trust
Company, of New York, and E. F. Tra-
bue for the Illinois Central Railroad.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
Illinois Central may be obtained when
it is stated that it controls and operates
a total mileage of 4,140 wiles. The ex-
pense of building seventy-five additional
miles would not be considered if the in-
vestment was at all advantageous.
Without this extension to Nashville, the
value of the Chesapeake, Ohio and
Southwestern, its recent purchase, is
materially reduced. The operation of
this road will not give any better en-
trance into Southern fields, as the
branch reaches the middle South no bet-
ter than the main line. The extension
of the road to Nashville is its logical ma
neessity.
The Paducah Register says:
"The Ohio Valley road is a line ex-
tending from Evansville toHopkinsville,
a distance of 130 miles, through a fertile
section of Kentucky. At Princeton it
crosses the Illinois Central.
"While the length of the road in not
great, its value from a straight point or
view is inimense.
"It is a well known fart that the Illi-
nois Central has been anxious to secure
an entrance into Nashville for some
time. Several years ago when the old
dummy line was sold it was rumored,
whether true or not, that the Illinois
Central had taken an option on its right
of way. But something was at fault,
for the time allowed the road to reeume
Operations was permitted to lapse and
with it went its right of way.
"By building a connecting link from
Hopkinsville to Nashville, a distance of
seventy-tive miles, the desired end
would be accomplished. As far as the
Ohio Valley road is concerned, its stock
is largely held by S. S. Brown, of Pitts-
burg, a wealthy capitalid, who is anx-
ious to dispose of the road to the Illinois
Central, with which line he has been
working in perfect harmony. Aeionii-
nal rate of Intl rat on the money actual-
ly invested has been his portion and the
principal, he never expects to see again.
The first practical advance toward
Nashville by the Illinois Central was
'made when it secured possession of the
Chesapeake, Ohio and Southwestern,
which road the Louisville and Nashville
bid in, but was dispossessed of by the
laws of Kentucky, where one road is
prohibited from purchasing a competing
and parallel line The second step will
be made when it purchases the Ohio
Valley."
The Clarksville Chronicle gays editor-
ially:
-It is generally understood that the
Illinois Central will become the purchas-
er of the road, and that will mean its
completion from Hopkinsville through
Clarksville and on to Nashville, follow-
ed at no distant day an extension of the
line Southward. This would mean a
powerful competitor for the L. & N.
system, but it would mean a great deal
more for the people along its proposed
route. It is certain that such a railroad,
constructed and operated as it will be by
the Illinois Central, will insure a paying
investment for the company and afford
& competing line long desired by the
merchants of Hopkinsville, Clarksville
and Nashville. We can only await the
outcome of negotiations so vital to the
interests of this section. We have it
_
,
been brought to Lear upon thee Illinois
Central in behalf of the populous sec-
tion through which such would run
The officials of that road are thoroughly
informed of all the pros and eons of the
situation, and are, we are reliably in-
formed, very much impressed with the
plan of reaching Nashville with a view
of an extension of their line Southward
from that point."
The Nashville Banner says :
eThe Illinois Central is one of the
largest and strongest railway corpora-
tions in the West, owning and control-
ing over 4,000 miles of road; a system
physically, geographically and financial-
ly strong enough to make the new line
a SIICcelill.
"The construction of this new road
into Nashville by the Llamas Central,
unlike the Tennessee Midland and like
enterprises, will not mean a plan to
make money for a lot construction com-
pany sehemers to enrich themselves or
to build a road for the purpose of sale to
a competing line. It will be to engage
in legitimate railway operation on busi-
ness principles. It will mean much for
Nashville and a great deal for the Illi.
nois Central system, whose leading offi-
cials are acquainted with the commerce
of Nashville. and who know that a rail-
road properly constructed and operated
will insure fair return on the capita;
invested.
‘FORBES BRO.:wsititezielkm.m.zzzzdzz_z_zzzz_zrz.0
The Gossiper..
The town gossipers are the most de-
spisable of all creature*. They will
"rubber neck" from morning till night.
and, like a pneumatie tire they get full
and are ready for another spin. They
oollect the filth, magnify it and then
distribute it throughout the community,
remarks an exchange. They are ever
ready to blight pure manhood or wo-
manbood by their low insinuating re-
marks and we are sorry to relate, some
of them are enrolled as members of the
church where Christian eharity and love
for fellowmen is suppeteed to and should
abound. These human buzzards are
waiting to hear Gabriela trumpet, but
the devil's clarion will call them to the
home which they richly deserve-the
warmest corner of hades-unless they
repent and change their ways.
When bilious or costive, eat a Cassese
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed,
10c, 25c.
-.we. • ....—
Weekly Tobacco Report,
BOOM IN ALL BRANCHES
Steady Increase in Receipts
and Sales.
RAIN IS BADLY NEEDED.
Probably An Culler Closing of Sales Than for
Several Years.
A general boom in every branch of
the telaeco trade and the steady increase
in both the receipts and the sales of
the weed upou the breaks of the ware-
houses have been the leading features
of the Hopkinsville tobacco market dur-
ing the past month, and the activity of
the farmers in getting their crops ready
for market is encouraging and indicates
that the re will be an earlier closing of
sales tens sermon than for several years
passe There has been very little season-
able weather for planting, and as a re-
sult but little tobacco has as yet been
set out in the dark tobacco growing dis-
trict. There has been a steady advance
in prices on many of the finer grades
for several weeks past, and all the goods
of these classes that was offered was
promptly disposed of. Bremen tobacco
has been in demand during May, and
the Italian and Austrian styles are also
much sought after, as they are scarce.
Rain is badly needed, as the planters,
throughout the Hopkinsville tobacco
KTOWiPg district are much more behind
than ie ual with the setting out of the
crop. Representatives from a number
of foreign markets have been upon the
breaks here the past month, and the
local kera are also kept busy filling
the orri's received daily from their
Eastern and foreign patrons.
The monthly report of Inspector D.
F. Suielision shows the receipts for May
to be as follows:
This 3 ear Sam.
(lm, lust
)
Receipts for past month .. /1.211O 4.116
for Yt•tir   1u.oi iii7ts-,
torpnst 111111Iiil. .
sales for Year 5.7E0
Shipitit•tits for May . .1.7W Lt011
Shiptu.Atts for Year,. 4.tcitt :1.165
SOMA 011 Sftie  4.17u 4,774
tit oCk   `,.`,11/
Stock cu hand 7,sitS
QUOTATIONS.
Lags, common .   $1 50 to $2 50
Medium ....  . 200 to 310
" Good  ,325 to 400
Leaf, common   b 00 to 7 00
" low. . :3 50 to 5 00
" Medium.  700 to 950
" Good  10 00 to 12 00
" Fine le 00 to 14 00
" Selections .13 00 to 16 00
Confederate Veterans.
The NEW ERA is in receipt- of a letter
from the Adjutant General and Chief
of Staff of the United Confederate Vet-
erans stating that the interest and en-
thusiasm iu the reunions is unabated,
and veterans will mingle at Nashville
with more of their comrades than they
will probably ever see assembled agaiu.
Ex-Confederate feathers and sailors
everywhere are urged to form local as-
sociations, and send applications for
papers to organize Camps immediately,
no as to be in time to participate in the
great reunion, and thus unite with their
Vi"ti'le'042%"
zatimi ; as only-veterans who belong to
organized U. 0. V. Camps can partici-
pate in the business meeting at Nash-
ville.
All Confederate soldiers and sailors
and their families are invited to attend.
The United Confederate Veterans
have camps as follows: Northeast Tex-
as division, 81; West Texas division, 56:
Southwest Texas division, 33 ; South-
west Texas division, 31; Northwest Tex-
as division, 17; total Texas, 217. Ala-
bama, 59; South Carolina, 1s1; Missouri,
dl; alis•issippi, 63 ; Arkansas, 50; Geor-
gia, 58; Louisiana, 31; Kentucky, 30;
Tennessee, 31; Virginia, 31; Florida.
30; N irth Carolina, 311; Indian Terri-
tory, 12; West 'Virginia, II; Oklahoma
6; M in land, 6; New Mexico, 3 ; Illi-
nois 2; Montana, 3; Inoiena, 1; District
of Columbia 1; Califoruia, 1.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 5, '97.
Receipts for week,  5e5 hhds.
Sales for week 602 hhds.
eitorrerioss.
Common lugs  1 500; 2 50
Medium " 2 754e3 514
Goal 3 50ia 4 00
Fine  4 25ei 4 75
Africans "   6 60ret 9 50
Common leaf is 504)a 7 50
Low   8 owe 5 00
Medium "  .8 00(010 50
teood  11 00or 12 50
Fine 1. 13 00ei 14 50
Selections  15 004a 16 00
Offerings 887 hhds , and the larger
part of which were lugs. Very few
hogeheade of leaf better than medium
were offered. Market somewhat irregu-
lar on all grades but prices generally
firm to strong, except on lowest grade
of lugs, which were earlier. Local rains
have increased planting sonic.
FitV.P MT RATES.
To New York slo, 53e
New Orletine  3:e
Baltimore   43c, 110e
Louisville  . Itsc
e
The Modern Beauty
Thriven on wood food and sunshine,
with plenty of e coerce*, in the open air.
Her form glows with health and her
face blooms with its beauty. If her sys-
tem needs the cleansing action of a lax-
rive remedy, she mien the gentle and
pleasant Syrup of Flo. Made by the
California Fiz Sirup Company.
The program of the Nashville reunion
as an emcee by the Executive Commit-
tee, was anioaticed as follows:
Tuesday, June 22, at 10 o'clock, the
Tennessee Division will meet at the
Tab( ruacle and elect a Major General
and three Brigadier Generals. At 12
eiche k the U uited Confederate Veterans
will meet at the Tabernacle and hear
the welcome addresses and the oration
of Hon. John H. Reagan. The Corn.
inittetee on Resolutians and Credentials
will be appointed at that time.
At 10 o'clock the Caine morning there
will be a meeting of the Daughters at
the Hall of Representative. In the even-
ing the Daughters will give a formal re-
ceptian to the veterans.
Wednesday, June 23, the business
session of the convention will be held,
commencing at 10 o'clock in the morn-
ing and continuing all day. At 5 o'clock
in the evening there will be a Confeder-
ate concert at the Tabernacle, after
whe-li a reception to the sponsors and
maids of honor will be given by the
members of the Coefederate Reunion
Club.
Ou Thursday, June 24, the great pa-
rade will occur. Gen. W. H. Jackson
will be t hiet Marshal, and will be es•
("meal by the Savannah Hussars, a
name that has lived through the wars
of the United States from the Revolu-
tionary war to the late unpleasantness.
In the van of each State's division
will ride the sponsor and the maid of
honor, currying the coat of arms of the
State. The division of Tennessee will
hang up the rear.
Circuit Court Begins.
The June term of the Christian Cir-
cuit Court beganMou. morning. Judge
James Breathitt and Commonwealth's
Attorney Jas. B. Garnett, are both pres-
ent. The docket is the largest in many
years and mans interesting cases will
be tried. The grand jury was impanell-
ed as follows:
Alex Campbell, foreman,
Joseph Buckner,
W. S. Witty,
S. W. Walker,
John A. Browning,
W. B. Hawkins,
Geo. N. Johnson,
Geo. H. Mean.,
W. B. King,
W. A. McKeneie,
D. E. Fowler,
R J. Carothers.
Judge Breathitt's charge was a most
able effort. The court adjourned at
eleven o'clock until to-morrow morning.
TERRIBLE ACCiDENT.-It is a terrible
accident to be burned or scalded; but
the pain agony and the frightful disfig-
urements can be quickly overcome
without leaving a sear by using De•
Witta Witch Hazel Salve. R. 0. Hard-
wick.
k
Appointed Postmaster.
H. C. Helsley was last week al point-
ed postmaster at Haley's Mill, this coun-
ty. E. W. Rodes was appointed poet-
master at Golden Pond, Trigg county.
--
Fell From a Tree.
THE BRUTE,ITHE BRUTE;
Hang Him, Hang Him, Hang
Him Higher Than Haman
The little RCM of Mr. W. S. Barnett,
of the Seattle Mill neighborhood, fell
from a tree Saturday. His shoulder CRIED
was dislocated and he received other
painful injuries. .
_
Cascarete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe
loc.
Fatally Shot.
The !memos a-ho live in the Beverly
vicinity had a "festitial" Saturday night
with the mural result.
Allen Holman shot arid fatally
wounded Lee Radford.
The cause of the shooting can not be
positively stated. One man, who was
at the "festibal," says the negroes quar-
reled about a woman; another alleged
witness states the shooting was the re-
sult of a quarrel over a crap game.
Boils, pimples and eruptions. scrofula,
salt rheum and all other manifestations
of impure blood are cured by Hood's
Sarsaparilla.
New Telegraph Service.
•
The Western Union is to have a strong
rival in Hopkinsville.
Col. J. E. Fawcett, Superintendent of
the Southern Division of the Postal Tel-
egraph Company, was in the city to-day
to complete arrangements for the estab-
lishment of a station in this city.
Lines are now being stretched from
Princeton to this city, and the local of-
fice will be opened to the public in about
two weeks.
The office will be located in a room
adjoining the lobby of the Phoenix Ho-
tel. Col. Faweett says he expects to do
a big business here and preeruises to give
a thoroughly efficient service.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for cuts,
bruises, sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever
soma, tetter, chapped hands, chiblains,
corns and all skin eruptions, and posi-
tively cures piles, or no pay required.
It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five cents per box. For sale by R. C
Hardwick.
_
Meeting of the Council.
The last session of the City Council
was not fraught with tremendous in-
terest The Mayor and all the members
of the Board, except Councilman Flack,
was present. A tract of land, lying ad-
jacent to the South-east corner of Hope-
well cemetery, was purchased fromMrs.
Annie Starling. This contract contain-
ed seven and three-fourths acres and
will be made a part of the cemetery
proper. Deeds were accepted toDurrett's
Avenue, Beech street and Oak street.
Au appropriation of $1300 was made for
the purpose of a idening the r ewer on
&Toed street and for building a new
sewer on Liberty street. J. A. Hine was
granted the contract, at V18.75, to put
citaciTha. ivie ei , y was made the
same as last year, the total being $1.50.
Tired, Nervous, Sleepless
Men and women-hew gratefully they
writs) about Hood's Sarsaparilla. Once
helpless and discouraged, having lost all
faith in medicines, now in good health
and "able to do my own work," because
Hood's Sarsaparilla has power to enrich
and purify the blood and make the weak
strong-this is experience of a host of
people.
Hood's Pills are the best family cath-
artic and liver medicine. Gentle, re-
liable, sure.
Another Rumor.
- —
Anything at all connected with the
Ohio Valley Railroad is of interest te
the citizens of this city and section at
present, especially since it has been
learned that the road is to be sold on
the 6th of next month i ; that there is a
prospect of its being bought by the Illi-
nois Central and extended to this city
and on to Nashville and the South.
Instead of the Ohio Valley being
bought by the Illinois Central, railroad
men here, L. & N. people, however, are
of the opinion the road will be bought
by tee Pennsylvania man, Mr. Brown,
who owns mines in the vicinity of
Princeton. He owns, it is stated, about
seventy-five per cent of the bonds, for-
merly operated the road, and will in all
likelihood be its purchaser next month.
However be remains to be seen.-Clarks-
vale Chronicle.
The True Remedy.
W. M. Repine, editor Tiskilwa,
"Chief," says: "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, coughs and colas. Ex-
perimented with many others, but never
got the true remedy until we used Dr.
King's New Discovery. No other rem-
edy can take its place in our home, as
in it we have a certain and sure cure
for coughs, colds, whooping cough, etc."
[tie idle, to experiment with other rem-
edies, even if they are urged on you as
just as good as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery. They are not as good, because this
remedy has a record of cures and be-
sides is guaranteed. It never fails to
satisfy. Trial bottles free at R. C.
Hardwick's drug store.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, vihich vanish before pr; per ef-
forts-gentle efforts--pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that so many forms ot
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, width the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Fig-s. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, bud is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoymeet of gccal health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most skill:u1
physicians. but if in need of a lexative,
one should have tne best, a. with the
well-informed ev.-ryWhere Syrup of
Figs stands h:gliest ;Ma is in1'St lanirely
alma, r.ad Oyu. _seat geue..7aleatafactaaa
MRS. CAUMER
When the Black Brute Who Assaul•d Her
Was Taken to Her Home for Identtficiation
ALL LYNCHINGS DO NOT OCCUR SOUTH.
Urbana, Ohio, Jane 4.-11 :15 a. m.-
In spite of all that officers and troops
could do there was .a lynching at this
place at an early hour this morning.
Several days ago "Click" Mitchell, a
young negro man of this place, entered
the home of Mra. T. M. Warner for the
purpose of robbing her, and while he
was there assaulted her. Wednesday he
was taken before Mayor Ganson for his
preliminary hearing. The hearing had
been postponed several times because of
the fact that Mrs. Gaumer wan unable
to leave her bed to be present at the
trial. Mitchell was taken to Mrs.
Ganmer's house yesterday for identifi-
cation when a very sensational and
highly dramatic scene took place. As
soon as Mitchell
WALKED INTO THE ROOM
Mrs. Gatimer arose to a sitting post-
ure in her bed, and with her right hand
extended toward the negro she exclaim-
ed: "The brute, the brute; hang him,
hang him, hang him higher than 1:11s-
man I"
Then she fell back exhausted, but she
soon recovered her strength and attempt-
ed to get at Mitchell, but was restrain-
ed
"How dare you face me, you brute?"
shrieked the unfortunate woman.
"Hang him, hang him," she cried as
she swooned again. She fully identified
Mitchell as her assailant. He was then
taken back to the Mayor's cffice, when
Mayor Gannon bound him over to await
the action of the grand jury and fixed
his bail at $1,000 on the charge of as-
sault with intent to kill. Mrs. Gaumer
is now in
A CRITICAL. CONDFTION.
As soon as the woman identified the
negro as her assailant everybody began
to talk of lynching him and it would
have been done instantly if there had
been an experience 4 leader of men pres
ent at the time. 'Later developements
however, show thS one was procured
later, that is. thhAhorning. The case
was regarded as one of such importance
that the Criminal Judge last night de-
cided to call a special grand jury to in-
dict the prisoner and a. aneeasa term of
.a.ng in that way
quiet public opinion, but it was useless,
the people would not be quieted. Mrs.
Gaumer, who is exceedingly popular, is
the proprietor of the Champion Demo-
crat, a very influential newspaper which
she has conducted fiance the death of her
husband, Dr. T. M. Gaumer. The as-
sault was committed in broad daylight
while the woman was doing her morn-
ing household work preparatory to go-
ing to her newspaper office. Her child-
ren had all gone to school.
The negro was taken night before lam
from the city prison to the county jail
where he could be better protected from
the mob that had organized to hang
him.
At 9 o'clock last night Sheriff Mc-
Lain, Running of the mob, again swore
in a number of deputies and called out
a portion of Company B., State Guards
to protect the villain. Gov. Bushnell
was informed of the situation, and or-
dered the Thad Regiment at Spring-
field to be ready to come here if needed.
About 2 o'clock this morning the
crowds began to leave the streets and a
little later all seemed very quiet, but it
seems from later developments that the
mob was quiet and in hiding SO as to
get a better chance, as it was fully de-
termined to hang Mitchell, Mrs. Gau-
rner having grown worse.
About day, &ether, was no mob in
sight, the Sheriff felt that it was a good
time to change guards, so he told the
portion of Company B. then on duty
that it could retire, as a telephone mes-
sage said the)other portion of the com-
[any that had been resting after being
on duty during yesterday was about to
leave the armory tied would he there in
a few itannentsaao the guards did go,
hut they had hardly gotten out of sight
of the jail before the mob, that had
been waiting for; such an opportunity,
came out from it hiding place, made a
rush upon the jail and quick as light-
ning broke the doors in, got the negro
from his cell and hung him to a tree in
the yard and had left the scene before
the other detail of Company B. reached
the jail.
As a matter of course, the negroes
pretend to believe that the matter had
all been arranged been the Sheriff and
the mob and that the guard was sent off
so as to give the mob a chalice to hang
Mitchell, who WM a worthless, "sassy"
white negro who never hit a lick of
work in his life. Yesterday Mitchell's
father tried to organize a mob of ne-
groes to rescue his son from the officers
of the law, and fleetly he was &twisted
and locked up.
Urbana, Olio, Jane 5.-3 :15 p. m.-
The body of "Click" Mitchell, the
young negro scoundrel who so brutally
assaulted Mrs. T, M. Gaultier, of •this
place, because she refused to sign a
check for tele.) which he had written,
and who WaS yesterday morning taken
from the county 3ail and hung by a mob
of enraged citizens, was secretly buried
yesterday.
As Mrs. Gaumer's condition grew
worse the citizens of the town seemed
to grow more and more indignant over
the outrage, and this morning a mob
far larger than the one that hung Mit-
chell assembled to discuss the situation
and to notify the negroes of the town
that their mutterings and threats as to HOW'S
days.
what they inten ed doing must cease at
once or else there would be other's that
would share the rate of the young ras-
cal who was bur*.
As the mob discussed the situation
everybody seemed to get madder than
ever, and filially it was decided to go to
the grave of in Which "Click" Mitchell
watt buried and lexhume the body and
burn it, as a waning to other negroes
who might think that they could "get
even" with the white people of the
town.]
When the mob attempted to exhume
the body the Coinmander of Company
B. State Guareallthat have been on duty
Ion several dayal ordered his men to fire
on the citizens, sfrhich they did, killing
three. This so e4raged the mob that it
determined at once to hang the Com-
mander of the tutilitia. Daring the con-
fusion that ensuk over the killing of
the three citizen ii the mob got scattered
and the troops, acting very quickly,
succeeded in spi aing away the Com-
mander, whose whereabauts up to the
present time is not known except to a
few intimate I friends. Everybody,
1
friends as well es foes, condemn him
for acting so hazitily, but it is believed
that on account la the intense excite-
ment he simply lost his head and gave
the order to fire Ian the citizens without
realizing what ime was doing or what
would be the co esequences.
After being scattered for a little while
the mob again nasembled, this time at
the depot, and 4veral red-hot speeches
were made, midis search was made for
1
the Commander of the Militia, but hei
could not be 
fotn 
d, and it is now be-
lieved that he islmany mile* from here.
The mob ham not yet dispereedahough
it seems to hale nothing definite in
view, except tol see that the negroes
bta 
to deei:(luieot., whi h they are pretty cer
The Sheriff, 'trim is also the Jailer,
and who protec*d Mitchell all he could,
was spirited awisy by his frieads last
night, as the mi3a was very indignant
at his having pr3tected the negro as he
did.
There is no lling how the present
trouble may en I. It-is rumored that
Gov. Bushnell !will send troops here
e best citizens of theorder, as i
itlfrom Springfiel and Columbus to re-
store
town seem to have gone wild from the
excitement of dhe last three or four
t
!
CUT:HIS THROAT.
(SPEC+ TO NEW ERA]
La Porte, Ind', June 5-1:35 p. m.-
Charles Pinkerton committed suicide
here this morniag. His method of end-
ing his life wasIvery novel.
A few days lage Pinkerton was On
trial for the murder of his son. The ev-
idence against him was overwhelming
and the jury $rought in a verdict of
He was placisd in a padded cell to
await the senteiliee of the Judge. It was
a • -
eaself and; every article, which he
might use as a iteapon, was taken from
the cell and no bne was allowed to visit
him.
Early this miorning he succeeded in
detaching a smarl piece of steel from the
sole of his shoeland cut open his throat
life.
. it.
When the guards looked into his cell
he was in an I unconscious condition.
Every effort wits made to stop the flow
of blood, but iti was too late to save his
,
THE flEA ARMISTICE.
ISPECILL TO NEW KRA]
New York, Jene 5.-11 :30 a. m.-Ai
cablegram froth Athens received this
morning states that the sea armistice
has been signet.
The conditions were as follows:
"The Greek feet will quit Ottoman
waters. Vessela under Turkish or neu-
tral flags, bounli to or returning from
Turkish ports, nd vessels North of the
armistice line ill not be allowed to
enter ports No h of the line. The Turk-
ish fleet must lot leave the Dardanellea
The dispatch ol reinforcements to garri-
son towns in the Archipelago is prohib
ited." i
The armisticf permits the revictual-
ling of Turkish troops by way of ports
South of the armistice line on condi-
tion that the vissele may be visited by1
Consuls of the powers residing in the
nearest town.
The entry ol Greek men-of-war into
the Ambracian Gulf is also permitted.
It is officially stated that Count Mu-
ravioff, the Rdssian Foreign Minister,
has expressed lo the Greek Minister at
St. Petersburgjm his personal sympathy
and his hope t at Greece will be able to
save the harv I t in Theiesaly.
It is also understood that Germany
advocates the l Turkish evacuation of
Thessaly, pro ded Greece gives a satis-
factory guar tee of payment of the in-
demnity. B there is still every indi-
cation that T key means to remain in
Thessaly. S eral Turkish officials ac-
companied by heir harems have arrived
in Theesaly frem Constantinople.
Edhern Pas a has ordered granaries
to be prepared for the storage of the
harvest and is using every inducement
to get the pea4ants to return and to ac-
cept the Turkish rule.
Made and Mer
of the people
medicine cur
wonderful cu
all question t
erit
t Mainttlins theconfldence
Hood's Sarsaparilla. if
you when sick; if it make;
everyw hare, then beyond
t medicine possesses merit.
ade
That is just tile truth about Hood's Sar-
saparilla. \VIn know it possesses merit
becamse it curies, not once or twice or a
hundred rim++, but in thousands and
thousands (gases. We know it curia,
absolutely, manently, when all others
tall to do any good whateier. We repeat
Sarsaparilla
Is the best -in 1 the (in.- True Blood Pit rifler.
ears rimis..a.
1118 nitiouaimea. SO coat.,
FROM THE CITIZENS.
Mr. J. T. Smith Tells of an
Old Paper.
STATE'S FAIR DATES.
A Card of Thanks-What Haspeaet Fear
Hundred Years Age.
AN OLD PAPER-1828.
Ma. EDITOR :-We have a copy of the
Hopkinsville Republican dated Oct. 4th.
1'525, published by Peebles and Kellya8
VI a year:
It contains a long article about the
Aaron Burr conspiracy and Blanner-
basset in 1806: written by John Wither-
spoon.
Also sketches of Gen. Jackson's life
and character, rather against his being
elected to the Presidency.
Also an interesting article, giving an
account of the invention of the Cherokee
alphabet, by a half-breed by the name
of Guess.
Also an account of John Morgan, of
Masonic notoriety, declaring that he
was then alive and married to an Indian
squaw, on the Missouri river, away up
North.
Also an article from the quarterly re-
view, claiming that the Afghans are the
deecendants of the ten bat tribes of
Israel.
Ed. Randolph and Stro. J. Hawkins
advertise a negro man for sale.
W. T Greenfield offered to ship to-
bacco for the farmers to New Orleans,
from Boyd•s Landing, for $6.50 per
hogshead.
W. S. Talbott and Henry C. Beeson
were saddlers.
Patton and Wheatly were merchants.
C. H. Morehead and 0. G. Oates were
attorneys at law.
Capt. Campbell then kept tavern at
Hopkinsville.
$25 reward was offered by Thomas
Woolfolk, of Trigg county, for the re-
covery of "Charles," a runaway negro.
John H. Phelps was Clerk of the
Christian County Court.
Notice of a match race, to come off at
Trenton, Sept. 6th, 1825, between Om*
Flack's noted horse, "Columbian Grey-
hound," and L. L. Leavell's mare, "Po-
chahontas," one mile for $500 in silver.
Also a thrilling account of the burn-
ing of the amphitheatre at Rome, when
Statil us (the great theater) was de-
stroyed, and how the wild beasts kept
there for games and sport broke out of
their dens and cages. and were so mad•
dened by fright that they fought and
screamed and howled around that circle
of living, roaring fire, leaping up but to
fall back and be torn by others, desper-
ately wild in their agony and despair.
One man, a gigantic Etheopian slave,
sat naked near to the encroaching flames
unmoved in stoic indifference, as if in
mockery of the fire fiend. He gazed
into that cauldron of devouring ele-
ments without a, qaieer a a muscle,
surveying the scene as if it were all en-
acted for his individual entertainment.
-17, Jane 7, '97.
THE FAIR DATES.
EDTTOR NEW ERA
The dates for Kentucky fairs have
been reported to me. It will interest
many readers of your valuable paper if
you will print them. and I hope the di-
rectors of the Christian county fair may
be stimulated to appoint the time and
make arrangements for this year's meet-
ing. Our fairs would be fifty-fold more
successful if the management would
cease waiting until the very last possi-
ble minute before making preparations;
The dates for other fairs are:
Lancaster, July 18-'2 days.
Versailles, July 20-4 days.
Richmond, July 27-4 days.
Danville, Aug. 3-4 days.
Lebanon, Aug. 10-3 days.
Lawrenceburg, Aug. 17-4 days.
Elizabethtown, Aug. 17-4 days.
Shelbyville, Aug. 24-4 days.
Bardstown, Aug. 31-.5 days.
Barboursville, Sept. 1-3 days.
Paducah, Sept. 7-4 days.
Hors • Cave, Sept. 7--4 days.
Bowling Green, Sept. 8-4 days.
Eminence, Sept. 8-4 days.
Winchester, Sept. 1.3-3 days.
Glasgow, Sept. 15-4 days.
Uniontown, Oct. 5-5 days.
READER.
A CARD OF THANKS.
We take this method of returning our
thauks to Messrs. Tom and Mac Car-
roll and W. H. Reeder for their a0-
commodation and kindness during the
illness of our daughter, Mrs. Laura
Mayton, for attending to and arranging
for the funeral and burial of our daugh-
ter. Ti Mrs. Judge Morrow and Mrs.
ceuinton and the other ladies who so
kindly administered to the wants of our
daughter during the last hours of her
life words fail to express our thanks for
your kindness. We were confined at
home by the bedside of our baby boy
who at that time was dangerously sick
and we could be with our daughter
but little daring her last illness and
therefore we appreciate your kindness
0: administering so kindly to her wants.
May your pathway through life be one
of pleasure and happiness is the wish
of your friends Wit. C. Davis,
SARAH E. DAVIS.
POUR HUNDRED TEARS.
EDITORS NEW Ellta
It may be of interest if I remind you
that it is just four hundred years this
n:onth, June, since John (Sabot's dis-
covery of the coast of North America,
aed that the anniversary of this English
discovery, on Jane 24, 1497, agrees al-
trost to a day with the sixtieth anniver-
sary of queen Victoria's accession which
is to be celebrated on June 22. John
Cabot was the first of the long line of
English voyagers who opened the way
fur English settlement upon the North-
ern shore*, of the continent, and it was
through them rather than through the
Spaniards whose tenthney was towards
the South that our own civilization had
its origin. T r: a(
June 5, '97.
Do you want a permanent position
with good pay? If so, write to the
Hawk's Nursery Co., Rochester, N. Y.
w3mos
Free Pills.
Send your address to H. E. Bucklena
Co., Chicago, and get a free sample box
of Dr. King's New Life Pills. A trial
will convince you of their me rits. Theme
pills are easy in action and ei e particu-
larly effective in the cure of constipa-
tion and sick headache. For malaria
and liver troubles they have been-proved
invaluable. They are guaranteed to be
perfectly free from every deleterious
substance and to be purely vegetable.
They do not weaken by their action, but
by giving tone to atonoich and bowels
j.neatly invigorate the systs,m. Regular
ease 25c per bottle. 'Sold by R. G.
Hardwick, druggists.
-05.18°'-;ears leemeasseee
s
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'fled at the porrioilIce in llopkinaville
as swoonil si• lc,. mall emitter.
Friday-, June 12, 1897.
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ADVERTISING RATES:-
Coe Inch, Ent Insertion  ISO
One inch., e th  io
One Inch, three ths
One Inch, six month ; . 
One inch. one Yeur 
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient artiertising must be paid for in
radiance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All advertheinents insert...1 without spec.
teed time will be charged for until ordered
Out.
Announcements 1,1 Marriages and Peat lua.
uot elev.-cling the lines, aud notices of
preseking published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Reieilut Ions of Respect,
and other similar uotiCe,6, ivy cents per line.
V 110
. 15 iv
- 
CLUBBING RATES:-
The WB*KLY Nay Eli.% and the following
paper one year:
Weekly Cincinginnati Enquirer
Weekly at. Louis Republic
r - 
Weekly 0 I o be- Deltaic rat 
enelkly Nashville Sun 
Steam and Farm 
The Washington negro preaches ao
has recently been praying for prosetrity
is liable to be tented out of tee Repub
ioau party for !Mewing such a lac ll of
confidence in President McKinley, but
lites more apt to get the prosperity 4bau
the fellows who are wetting on the
&ideal and the tariff tinkers.
Vice-President Hobart and President
McKinley will try to work the Seinate
racially, says the Si. Louis PoritlDis-
patch. They will meet the Senators at
Hoharth residence, and after flilling
them up with liquors of all aorta will en-
deavor to secure their promises for!euch
legislation as they may desire tOiave
passed. This is no new bleat, in filet, a
great deal of evil in legislation hasibeen
accomplished through social methods in
times past.
$1 35
175
175
175
116
COURT DIRECTORY.
enscrrr Comte-Fine Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QU.tRTaRLT COCST-Second Mondays
in anaarv, April. July and October.
Fewer.. Ootort-First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTY COCRT-First Monday in every
month.
COURTS AND MOBS.
Never again ought the Northern press
have a single word to say about lawless
mess in the South. Never did there
assemble South of the Ohio river a
mob as wild and as reckless and as law-
less as was that mob at Urbana Ohio.
The fact that the mob was excusable for
hanging the negro brute-as the punish-
ment decided upon by the court was en-
tirely too mild-doesn't alter the case,
because, as a rule, the mobs in the South
are justifiable, for that matter, as the
men they hang are usually negroes who
have committed outrages upon white
women. The Southern mobs do their
work quietly and disband as soon as it
is comp's-tee, but the Ohio mob kept up
It. organization and terrorized the com-
munity for a week, until the Governor
of the State had to proclaim martial law
over the town. And again, the Ohio
mob ran the peace officers out of the
county because they attempted to up-
hold the law that they were sworn to de-
fend, to enforce at all times and under
all conditions. In this case,as in most all
others, the courts were responsible for
the organization of the mob,as they fail-
ed to deal out proper punishment to the
criminal. The unnecessary slowness of
the courts and the uncertainty of their
action is at the bottom of the trouble,
and there will be a resort to mob law
until some radical changes are made in
the criminal court system of the country.
The administration of justice is so slow
and the loopholes of escape are so unru-
eructs in most all sections of the country
that when a greet crime is committed
the citizens are afraid to leave the crim-
inal to be dealt with by the courts for
fear that the hearing of the case may be
put off so long that interest in it may die
out or the witnesses die or move away
and that when it comes to a trial the
guilty wretch may get off with a mild
sentence or through some technicality,
some flaw in law, escape punishment
entirely, so they determine to deal with
the instantly. Until the judicial
ere/4n fiElftSidir
douLt that whenever the law in violated
justice will follow sure and swift upon
the heels of the crime nobody need ex-
pect anything but a resort to mob law
when a great crime is committed. Not
only must justice be administered more
speedily, but the juries must be aroused
to a sense of their duty to the public, to
a realization of the full meaning of their
oaths.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat has
very peculiar ideas as to MOTU. For
instance, it says that Judge David J
Baker, a candidate for Judge of the Su
prams Court of Illinois, mast be elected
-not because he is an able lawyer and
an upright man, as one would expect it
to be argued-but -because his election
will make the Supreme Court Republi-
can in politics and insure the PCNISS-
XINT of Altgeld and other Democrats."
Judges are frequently elected for just
such reasons, but this is probably the
first time that a great metropolitan daily
journal ever came out openly and urged
the election of one upon such grounds.
The people had better not elect Judge
Baker if that is the platform upon which
be is making his canvass
The formidable revolt of 700 prisoners
in the California penitentiary at San
Quentin was quelled by free use of the
home. This is not the first time the hose
has been used on mutineers and rioters,
and no instance Is recalled of its failure.
A dozen men with hose are worth more
than a company of soldiers against an
average crowd. No rioter can feel much
like a hero after being swept off his feet
a few times by a stream of cold water
which leaves him soaked and draggled,
-it takes all the fight and sentiment out
of him.
Senator Deboe, it is said, takes a little
nap in the Senate early in each after-
noon. The atmosphere of the Senate is
about as congenial to such a perform-
ance as one could wish it to be. It
would not make any difference to the
puelic, however, if Senator Deboe should
sleep all the time, in fact it would be
much better for the members of his
party-espeially Major Crumbaugh-
if he would.
The Thrice-a-Week New York World
says: "The brewers are good campaign
contributors a herefore they are to be
excused from their proper shares of
Saxes. The wenn rs of clothee are of no
particular account to the Mark Hennas
of our time. Why shouldn't they and
the consumers of sugar and shoes be
made to bear the whole burden?"
Tammany will make the fight of its
life in the contest for Mayor of Greater
New York, and between Tammany and
Strong and Parkhurst and their gang of
pretended reformers the people of the
big city are in a very bad fix. Tammany
la preferrable to the gang that has
charge of the affairs of New York at
present.
If the Senate were intent solely upon
providing revenue for the Government
its course would be clear. The trouble
Is that it is intent upon providing reve-
etei for the trust and elementally for
its own members.
$100 Seward, Coo.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all it. stages and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Care is
the only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a consti-
tutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the founda-
tion of the disease, and giving the pa-
tient strength by building up the consti-
tution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in ite curative powers, that they
offer one hundred dollars for any case
that it fails to care. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY, dc 00.,
Toledo, O.
Miold be draggiats, 7Ne.
• jail's Family Pills are the best.
Spain's assertion that, under interna-
tional law, she would have the riget to
search American merchantmen if, this
country should recognize Cuban bellig-
erency, is a bluff that Spain is meking
simply in hopes of scaring off ;some
weak-kneed United States Senatoe into
opposing the recognition of the Cubans
The assertion is entenable, as ause, per-
son at all familiar with international
law well kuows. At any rate. the Span-
iels would have to search only oneAtuer-
ican vessel to discover that the oecupa•
tion Was exeeedingly unhealthy if not
contrary to international law. There
are some things that your Uncle Sam-
uel will stand, but allowing a fbarth•
class power to search the ships of his cit-
izens is not among the number.
Mr. Calhoun was evidently cant to
Cuba simply because the Presideot, be-
ing his friend. wanted to give hint a job
.and some prominence, because, there
was not the slightest business rearan for
sending him, as Consul General Lee had
already attended to the investigation
that it was announced Mr. Calhoun
would make. More than that, General
Lee by reason of his residence in Cuba
and his knowledge of every detail of the
Ruiz case was better qualified to attend
to the business theater- Celeoun or any
other man that could be sent theme. It
nevertheless, to be hoped thet Mr.
Calhoun will make such a reports will
force the President to change htspiban
policy.
Mr. Dingley and his amistane tariff
tinkers have no idea that the incdease to
be made in the tariff law wili bring
general prosperity to the ustiori. On
the contrary, they, being intelligent men
and familiar with the political history
of the past, know full well that it wie
not bring prosperity, but that it will
greatly increase the burdens of the great
masses; of the people and that it Will also
lateen the revenues of the Government,
and this they can not deny, because of
the fact that they contemplate increes-
ing the internal revenue tax on beer 4-1
cents on the barrel shows that tbey ex-
pect a deficit in the revenues and are
taking steps to meet it. They gave
themselves clearly away when they put
that beer clause in their tariff bill.
The natural law of tariffs as tbe Re
publican party explains them is When
there is a surplus being accumalittecl in
the Government's treasury make the
tariff enormously high and the revenues
will be decreased and the acenuellation
of a surplus will cease; and whete there
is a deficit in the revenues make the
tariff tax higher than ever before and
the revenues will at once rapidly in-
crease until within an incredibly short
space of time they will be found to be
more than ample to meet all the ex-
penses of the Government administered
on the most lavish, reckless wide that
Republican ingenuity could possibly de-
vise. The fact that these two theories
in regard to a national law of business
are directly at variance the one with
the other does not disturb the Republi-
can leaders in the slightest degree; they
eet them forte-and elaborate
abotdihem.
The national W. C. T. U. lute,. since it
was first organized, taken a °rack at
about everything conceivable exeept the
very first thing that it ought to have
made war upon-the wearing of eorseta.
The late Surgeon-General
who resided in New York. and daily
visited the hospitals of that city and
came in contact with people in all the
walks of life, for years compiled the
mortuary statistics of the country and
the close observation of a lifetime prov-
ed conclusively that corsets were re-
sponsible each year for more deaths
than was whisky. He said that corsets
ruined the wearer and by doing so ruin-
ed all her offspring, entailed misery up-
on fissure generation'. The W. C. T.
U. would be doing the whole world a
service if it could induce the women to
give up the corset, or at any rate habit
of wearing them tight. The women of
ancient Greece are celebrated in history
as the most beautiful and perfect hu-
man beings that the world ever Contain-
ed ;-and they never even so much as
heard of such a thing as a corset. Wo-
men should cease to murder themselves
because it is the fashion to do sO.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL A$END-
MENT.
The people of Kentucky will be called
on to vote at the election in Ndvember
on an amendment to the Constitution
which reads as follows:
"The General Assembly May by
general laws, provide for taxaeion by
municipalities of property other than
lands and improvements theredn, bas-
ed on incomes, licenses or frafichises,
which may be either in additioh to or
in hen of ad valorem taxes thereon. '
The object of this amendment is not
to interfere in any way with the mode
of levying taxes for State purpolies, but
to give all cities and towns, With the
approval of the Legislature, the right of
self-goverment, so far as the levying of
taxed for town and city purposese is
concerned. Some people have sup-
posed that the amendment applied only
to cities of the first class; but diet is a
mistake. It applies to all cities and
towns, and is very important to them.
The city and town taxes are very much
heavier than State taxes. It coet more
to ran the city of Louisville than it does
to run the State goverment,: and a
system of taxation that may wdrk very
well when applied to State taxes, when
enforced in regard to the much heavier
local taxes, drives out man ufacturies and
commerce, and is destructive to indus-
try and enterprise.
According to Se_eion 256 of the State
Constitution, this amendmenepsased at
the regular session, and having had pro-
vision made for taking a vote oe it at
the extra session recently adjeurned,
will be before the people at the Novem-
ber election, which is the next general
election for members of the Huse of
Representatives. If the majerity of
rotes cast for are the amend-
ment, then it will become part of the
Constitution.
When the intelligent people of the
State, whether living in town of coun-
try, consider the subject, we 'believe
they will vote fur the amendment, as
they ought.
A card on the outside of °M
says : -Gone to lunch. Be bac in ten
ei door
minutes." And, the was will be there
on time. That, is for some days. weeks
or even months, he will. Then les will
be at home occasionally for a day. He'll
tell you he had a headache-a turn of
cholera amebas, or maybe he'll Kay he
had a lamp in his stomach and felt too
miserable to move. The lump wee prob-
ably two or three ten-minute luuches
condensed.
The man who "bolts" his lamella+ will
find Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellete the
best friend he ever met.
There is PO ease of biliousness, honste
pation. indigestion, "henre-burin," or
any of the reel of the niehernarce breed -
tier brood, (het ile-se laile pelleis will
net cure. They care permanentlli. Send
41 rents in one cent stamps to %17orl4's
ISispemary Medical Asses i .tion,!Buffa-
lo, N. Y., and receive Dr. Pierce's Ione
page "Common Sense Medical debt-
are profusely illustrated.
4011filioRmsaiiggaggove,41••••.mesistiMiAsi"-
•
PElerleiREW'S IDEA.
Senator Pettigrew has a new idea. HP
wants the people to settle borne uneer- •
taiu questions by a direct vote. Party
platforms, he thinks, do not count for
anything, frir they are always juggleil
with and perverted. He, therefore,
wants the people to vote yes or no at the
twit Congreasional election in leers upon
the following questions:
'Shall Congress at once enuet a law
providing for the immediate free and
unlimited coinage of silver and gold at
the ratio of 1610 1?
"Shall the Constitution of the 'United
States be so amended lie to provide for
the election of United States Senators
and of the President and Vice Preeident
of the United States by a direct vote of
the people?"
It is more than probable that both
questions would be answered in the af-
firmative, but Congress will never give
the people a chance to vote on them, us
the Senators are afraid of the prople,
whom they could not buy ire they do
Legislatures.
The Superintendent otPuelic Instruc-
tion has so far received the school-cen-
sus report from eighty-eight counties of
Kentucky, showing a school population
in them of 424,000 against 427,9s4 re-
ported from the same counties last year.
This seems to verify the claim made that
last year's census was padded, its it is
not likely that there would have been
that falling.off in so short a period. Thir-
ty one counties have [not yet sent in
their reports and those counties include
Ole cities. The reports reveal some
strange facts. For instance, in Pile
county, out of a total white population
of 8,ISO there are 61 white males and
302 white females of school age who are
married. There are 229 persons of school
age married in Graves county.
1 SOME COLD
About the
h._
The Cincinnati Times-Star says:
"In the short period of ten
week's progress in the corn num
stock of the Sugar Trust amoun-
ted to 1,843,453 shares. Does somebody
Ray this country is in no way given to
gambling? Is there anyone stupid
enough to think that the buying and
selling of i shares within a period
of ten weeks was a legitimate busine P
transaction? To those dealers who con-
fine themselves to actual transfers of
oertificates of stock and who rail at
bucket-shops as veritable veetibules pf
hot place: What is the stock exchange
but a vast bucket-shop?"
If Spain had treated the Cubans any-
thing like feirly in the past fifer or sev-
enty•live years she would never have
had any trouble, but her greed wee so
great as to make bur blind to her own
interest in the future and because the
poor Cubans had stood being robbed for
more than three hundred years the Ma-
drid Government supposed that they
weahl stand it forever, and so the last
straw was laid imou the camel's back.
Greedy nationeelike greatly individaale,
always bring about their own downfall,
and nobody ever sympathises with
either.
Prof. William Croke, of London,has
given it out cola that to count the nuni-
ber of molecules in a pin-head space at
the rate of 10,000,000 per second, would
require 250,000 years. It would be well
to elect a free silver President and a free
silver Senate and House before we at-
tempt to verify the statement by the ee
trial count.
The race prejudice that the Northern
press talks of as existing to such a great
extent in the South is greater in Ohio
probably than anyv ' ere else in the
country, but as a gei ral thing there is
an effort made there to hide it in order
to secure the votes of the negroes, %b',
hold the balance of power.
One result of tee el rbana,Ohio, lele1,-
ing will be that the next Isegislatuie
e' • "a upon the statutes of that8tete
c
ause. saesaultsley straw, at Jew L[1 1t...
should have, as there r posseey
be a more heinous crime co-et:Avid of.
- --
The new woman is rapidly usurping
the prerogatives of the sterner ser. At
St. Paul recently, one of them who was
treasurer for several charitable organi-
zations, defaulted for $3,200 As a rule,
however, women are far more honest
than men in money matters.
A New York man died a few days ago
of appendicitis arid an autopsy revealed
the fact that he had two vermiform irp-
pendices-one on each side. Chicago
will have to get up and hustle to beat
that.
A New Jersey court has just ruled
that a bicycle rider damaged in a colli-
sion on Sunday has no standing in court.
A very peculiar decision to gay the least
of it.
The Spanish government should take
Gen. Weyler out of the bcx before they
undertake another inning. He hasn't
speed enengh for the company he's in.
The Sultan seems to be having lots of
fun out of the ambassadors Will() are try-
ing to arrange the terms of peace be-
tween Turkey and Greece.
The Democracy of Old Kentucky
stands square on its "pastern jinte."
says the horse editor of the Evansville
Courier.
VIGOR OF MEN
Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restored
Weak nee', Nereoueness, Debility,
and a Ms train of sell,fr, r any error. Or later
  ; the results of
overwork, stelinnse, wnr-
ry. etc. Full strength,
dsvslnpraent and i.m•
fl.ct to •r•ry Org. 13
and portinn of it. body
Simple nisti,•Inwtiocla
fmniedmie iniprovem•nt
seen Failure Impossible.
2.C$10 referencia'. Book,
sisplanstinn and proofs
rustled ,sealed, fres.
ERIE MEDICAL CO 64 NIAGARA ST.ss MFFALO. N. V.
 111111111111IMMM.MMIXISMIWs
Merchat and
Tiaders Excluge,
9th St., Back of Phcenix
Hotel, Hopkinsville,Ky.
Correspondents of W J. O'Dell A Co.
Main Office. Cincinnati, 0.
Stocks, Bonds, Cotton, Grains,
Provisions, Dealt in on Mar-
gins, or For Cash.
Mail Orders promptly attended
to.
Long Distance Telephone, 144.
Private Wires to all principal
('ii.ks. .1. 1)1.Ni•AN,
Manager.
Announcements.
FOR CONSTABLE
We are authorised to announce
WILLIAM H. W EST,
of Hopi' insvIlle. as a rentlidate for re-elec-
tion to the littler of roitistrible• for Ili.- see I
Magisterial 'District sof Christian votinty.-
subject to !lir action Ill (Ito Democratic
party. The election "CCU l'01 Not ember, 1er7.
FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT.
We are authortstel to announce
JoliN Si /1.1,F;
of Pon, Ey.. as et candidate for the office o'
County SupwrIvitetistritt of PliblIC Pachocila of
Christian count .y. ritil•Jem:t tar the So Lion of
the Democratic party.
We are authorised to announce
U. I,. CLARItY,
of Bell. Ky.. as a candidate for the office of
County Milio•rin tendent of Public Schools of
Christian County. subject Da the action et
thri Democratic party,
eee,
FIGURES
Promised
lican Prosperity.
starving miners. These are the w eve s
of prosperity that have struck tee neigh-
bors of the President.
The foreelosnres of mortgages in Mc-
Kinley's county, Starke, since JanuaryRepub..;
Iist" 
1897 amount to $76,8:46.07. The to-
tal amount in cases in which receivers
have been appointed in that couuty
I
since January 1st, 18117, is $27,000.
In Cuyahoga county, Mark Hanna's
home county, the number of assign-
ments filed between January 1st, 1897,
and June 3rd, 1897, were twenty-four,
involving $166,900. The number of
forecloenrere in that county for tee tetue
period is 140, and the total amount in-
volved is $1,410,650. Real estate mort-
RE MANY PEOPLE ARE DESTITUTE. gages filed in that county during this
year of Republican "prosperity" are:
January, $802,700; Eebruary, $610,500;
March, $575,300; April, $1,101,300 ;May,
$1,569,200; making a total of $4,585,900.
The chattel mortgagee filed in Hanna's
home city, Cleveland, this year are:
.Tanuary, $79,000; February. $73,100;
March, $470,S00 ; April, $64 800; May.
$408,e00 ; making a total of $906,600.
TARIFF ON COT EON.
[SPECIAL TO NEW as 1
Washington, June 9.-Fy the decisive
vote of 42 to 19 the Senate yesterday
adopted an amendment to the tariff bill
placiog raw cotton, the great moduct of
the South, on the dutiable list, at 20 per
cent ad va'orem. This is the first time
in the history of tariff legislation that u
duty on potion was ever proposed. The
amendment was offered by Senator
Bacon, of Georgia. The amendment
led to ti spirited debate and showed that
Shore was a great difference of views be-
tween Democratic Senators.
In the final vote six Democrats, Bacon
and ()lay, of Georgia, McEvery, of
Louisiana, MeLaurin and Tillman, of
South Carolina, and Rawlins, of Utah.
voted with the Reptibline, while the
negative vote was solidly Democratic
with the exception of Kyle, Populist
from South Dakota The debate on
potton took up nearly the whole day.
Late in the day schedule,G., relating
to agrieu!tural products and provisions
was taken up.
Mr. Jones, of Arkrnsas, moved to
strike out the first five paragraphs re-
lating to live mainal, cattle, hogs,
horses, mules and sheep, and substitute
a provision covering all live animals, at
:JO per cent. ad valorem. Rejected 22 to
34.
The paragraphs relating to live ani-
mals were then agreed to as reported,
only hogs being amended to "swine."
In discus-jug the agricultural schedule
Senat r Vest, of Missouri grew very
ironical and r/diculed the effore of the
Republicans to deceive the farmers of
the country by placing wheat, barley,
corn, rye, chc, on *tariff bill when
tremendous quantities of all these things
are exported to foreign iambi, where the
Woes are and et'nere our Wile laws cut
no figure in the matter. The trick, he
declared, was an old one that the farm-
ers inia loug ago "gotten on to."
THE TOBACCO TAX.
Washington, June 9.- The Republic
can Senators in caucus, including Sena-
tors Deboe, Wellington and Pritchard-
the Republican Senators from the South
-agreed to stand solidly by the Finale:*
Committee emendraents to the Tariff
Bill. If the Finance (Committee insists
on the proposed increase of two cents a
• at U....L...1.
lican Senators from the tobacco States
will vote for it. The action of the Fi-
nance Committee depends en Senator
Jones, of Neva, who will not commit
himself on tobar co tax.
OHIO'S CONDITION.
Jame
WHE
On account of the Republican talk of
prosperity the great New York Jonrnal
some days ago sent out men to nil tl.e
busieess cent•rs to report the erbeditiou
of business, and they all report f. arf el
snlferiug among the idle laborers and
failures among business men of all
class s, show jug the Republican talk
about prosperity to be all moonshine.
The famous correspondent, James Creel-
man, merle the following report as to
Ohio, after e ieitieg the chief towns in
that State:
Cleveland, Ohio, June 6 -It seems to
be quite certein at this moneent Vint
S Haenti has practically won his
great tight fur the dictatorship of Ohio
politics, tine that before the end of the
month he will be in supreme control of
the Republican State organization.
Nothing but a Democratic victory at the
polls can prevent him from being the
most powerful and irresistible man in
his party since the death of Mr. Blaiue
His friends and lieutenants are carry-
lug all before them.
moo meet) ii ITI1 mseeess
Cries of industrial and commercial
distress go up froni every county in
Ohio. The whole Commonwealth is
prostrate. In spite of the absolute cer-
tainty that the Ter,ff Bill will bevotue ii
law is Rhin a few weeks, the times are
growing worse instead of better. Every-
body sees that th., new tariff bill will
help the Sugar Trust and kiudred forms
eonibined aud rapacious corporate
wealth, which see aleeady powerful
enough to write the laws and dictate to
the President, but nobody sees how the
agriculture, ludniery or commerce of
Ohio is to be helped.
It is impossible to exaggerate the dis-
tress in this State. Farms have actual-
ly ehruek to half tbeir value, and fig-
ures show that ever sines Mr AlcKiu-
ley's election values have shrunk not
less than 10 per cent. The depression Is
so terrible that the loan institutions are
holding thousands of overdue mortgages
which they do not dare to foreoloee, be,
cause prices have sunk so low that farm-
ing laud freqeently fails to bring the
price of the nuirtgage at quetion.
A STAEILINti :1:11 11/1-Al.
From the figures already in my pos-
session, I um satisfied that the list of
assignments, foreclosures and transfers
of property for debt mince the beginning
1 this Republican year of proeper.ty in
Ohio averages more than a half a million
dollara for each of the counties, and
that the total for the State is more than
fifty million dollars. I give in this dis-
t. ctsesieems- -eaaa_Zer _as-Ltua
re obtainable,'yrhi 'frsident McKin-
ley's county, showing failures to amount
to $4304,500 since January 1, 1897.
But shocking as they may be, they
only faintly shadow the ieal situation
Wages are being cut down in all direc-
tions, factories are running only part of
the time and usually with reduced
forces. Thousands of idle workingmen
j in with the ruined farmers in the cry
for the pi-op ray which ens promised.
The free silver inevement is increasing
by leaps and bowels, e;veryLfely knows
it. Nobody denies it.
11.141) TIMES FELT AT ('ANON.
I was at Canton to-day and walked
about the very spot where huadreds of
thousands of workingmen heard Mr.
McKinley proclaim from the wooden
stage r reeled in front of his house that
tl e defeat of Bryan would reopen the
closed factories, laice wages, give every-
body work, restore the days of plenty
and security to the farmers and give
the merchant a chance to live. I talked
with niauy representative citizens, and
they all told the 'same story-hard
times, suffering, bankruptcy.
"There hits never been anything like
this in Ohio before," raid Mayor like,
of Canton. "The re are hundreds of
find ies in Centen teeley who are suti•
ering for want of food and clothing.
Things are gettiug worse. In three
months this year I have speet out of my
private purse for food and clothing to
give away more than any year's salary
as Mayor.
"The factoriee are cutting down wages
and reducing their forces. Many of
them are not operating more than three
days a week; most of them are running
without profit. Farm land that has been
worth a hundred dollars an acre can not
be sold for thirty dollars an acre. It is
almost impossible to borrow money on
real estate, because prices sink and sink
and sink.
"The farmers and workingmen are
deserting the Republican party whole-
sale. The Republicans can not hide the
evidences of distress here. They are to
be seen everywhere. I know of scores
of men who are insolvent and who con-
tinue in business simply because their
creditors do not dare to act. And in
spite of this terrible eondition of things
the Republican party contents itself
with the payment of its private political
debts in the form of a tariff bill.
"Why, I have had a half naked young
girl come to me and ask relief for hot-
penniless father and a family of five
children with the explanation that her
father voted for Mr. McKinley and
thought that on that account I might
not feel like helping him. Of course I
helped him. We must help to relieve
distress in such a time as this regardless
of politics. But I can not see how Sen-
ator Hanna and his friends can fool the
people of Ohio at the polls this year."
That is the story wherever you go in
Ohio. I give the figures for Stark coun-
ty because McKinley live. "here. It is
not a principle seat of distress. On the
contrary, it has great commercial and
industrial advantage's, and usually
leads in prosperity. But look at these'
figures! They are merely surface limits I
of the condition of this usually flourish-
ing State that SI as rich am any Common-
wealth in the union in natural resources
and in the variety of commerce and
Manufactures. I may nothing of the
a.. • 10411111.
Creelman Draws a Terrible Piceve of
the S tuition in the Euekeye State.
500 LIVES LOST.
New York, June 10.-Five hundred
lives are said to have been destroyed in
gale on Chasten Archipelago, off the
China cowl
THE INJURED
MAMMOTH.
The Barnum & Bailey Ele-
phant is Doing Very
Nicely.
Great Crowds Flock Daily to
See the Animal.
Deily Telegrams inquiring About the ,
Patient-Iwo Other Difficult
Cages- The Ilyenc Surgi-
cal Peat Recalled.
The eighteen-months-old elephant
that broke its leg while the Barnum &
Bailey show was here last Friday week
coutiuuee to be the center of attraction
in the animal line, large crowds calling
to see it every day. It has been found
necessary to place a lock on the door to
keep the over curious out. The elephant
is getting along finely.
ee-
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To show how much the minagement
of the great Barnum & Bailey shows Ce-
de-think of this intelligent eative of India.
Dr. Stanton receives a telegram daily
from Mr. J. A. Bailey, the proprietor of
the shows, asking the condition of the
elephant and giving the route of the
show, s that any letters or instrtictious
Ur. Stanton may desire to forward may
safely reach their destination.
Owing to the extreme youtlif alnees of
the patient, she being a mere baby, it
has been found inoxseible to keep her ;
in ts sling, lead she has to be lowered to
the ground very carefully every night.
The broken limb is placed in a eling,
Adler's Clothing is a Substitute
triFor e High-Priced Tailor.
In Them You Get Equal Fit, Style, W rik
manehis and Value With Any Tailor-Made
"ADLET?S"
this "PP in!
who hqs ever used them,
TT ho have 7 ever 11'07 n,
Clothitte to try a suit
They tvill be iileaserl. as every
is pleasc41
:3
-es*
-erfa
Suit, at Just Half the Price They Charge
a
FREE a
a
CO X & BO L IN ARE
AN UP•TO-DATE TIE
WITH EACH SUIT AT $10 UP.
and the trainer steeps beside her,
and is in coestont attendance. During
the night he has a shaded lantern to
give assistance if any is needed at any
hour.
To give some idea of the variety of
patients handled by an up•to-date vet-
erinaiien, during the last week Dr.
Stanton was cal ed upon to attend three
animals with broken limbs-a cow be-
on ;nig to J. C. Kendrick on May 27th,
Barnum & Bailey's elephant on the qes,
a id W. v. ltambaugh's POO jack on
the ad of June. Each of these animals
had its left hind leg broken.
From the above it will appear that
the left hind legs of animals, with the
possibla exception of the rabbit, are at-
tended with bad luck in regard to re-
(setting fractures.
While the three eases mentioued in
this article were difficult and necessi-
tated skill to operate, this does not ep-
proaoh the oese owning under Dr.
zaantou's care hive years ago, vi lieu
uyeua belonging to the circus of Sells*
Renfrow, who were exhibiting in this
city, broke one of its fore legs while en-
gaged in a fight. The Doctor had to
eider the cage 'Ott r the fierce animal
 tie it himself 
Spring and Sunarrar.
OUR ICICLE BRAND
straw hats is beyond question the best on the
market. We are showing the largest line, the great-
est variety of thesb goods to be found in the city.
150 DIFFERENT STYLES.
had been lassoed, and
then he place!' a plaster of parts catet E A Ilandsome
around the beset ured leg and reinained,e.,
id the cage over half an hour until the .=
cast set. This was the most dangerous go.
experience ever undergone by a veteri-
'lariat', so far as reported by the press, lime
and this feat of veterinary work at-
tracted much attention all over the
eouutry, being illustrated in many of
the best papers of the United States.
Mr. J. A. Bailey, of the Barnum ea
Bailey ehowe, declares this to be the-
most daring piece of surgery ever at
tempt( d by a veterinarieu.-Clarksville
Chrouioie:
Dr. Stanton, the celebrated veteri-
narian spoken of above, has opened a
brewer (establishment inHopkinsville, on
Eighth street, opposite Bonte's carriage
shop, where he is prepared to treat am
trials of all descriptions at reasonable
rates. He also has a horseshoeing es-
tablishruent in connection, where shoes
are put on animals in a scientific way
an ±eat _Liter beet_ are n
as ie too frequet-RTy the carte where
blacksmiths do not understand their
business. All of the Doctor's workmen
have been with him several years and
have thoroughly learned his methods.
The Doctor's terms are cash or month-
ly contracts.
WANTED-A chance to invest 601fIle
money in an established business that
would pay a fair profit. References giv-
en and required. Call at this ()Mee.
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HITE LEAD is like a
great many other articles
offered for sale; some good, some
bad. (See list of the brands which
are genuine, or good.) They are
made by the "old Dutch" pro-
cess of slow corrosion. Avoid
getting the other sort by mak-
ing sure of the brand.
By using Natkinal Lead Co.'s Pure White Lead Tintduron, any desired shade is readily obtained Pamphlet giving
valuable information and card aeaerie samples IA colors Ire.;
ale • cards showing pictures of twelve houses of different design• painted in
warm.* styles or combinations of ahades forwarded tmou applis.ation to thoseintending to paint.
NATIONAL LEAD CO., CINCINNATI BRANCH,
Cur. 7th St. ard Freeman Ave., Cincinnati, 0.
FREE
Jso. B. CAS-1'1,En tN. A. G. LANOH•S. BasciuteRiDoit CASTLIYAS
ROY L
Insur.nce Company
(IECORPORAT1D.
of Liverpool
BARBLE & CISTLEMAN, Managers Soulhern D4ar1ment•
Columbia Baildinl,f. ICy.
Does the largest business in Kentucky and largest in the Southern States and %lac
the largest in the world. Liberal and Progressive in Management.
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO., - Local Agents,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
THE I PALACE
For STYLISH MILLINERY,
PATTERN HATS and BONNETS.
For Style, quality and low pr;ees they are not surpass-
ed. Flowers, foliage, ribbons, laces, ornaments, neck
rushing, chifons in rich profusion.
I can save youl5 to 25 per cf. on your springhat
I have a first-elms trimmer. I can give you trimmed
hats from 25c to $15.00.
Mrs.Ada Layne
EXTERMINATORS:
Fly Paper,
Cobalt,
Parish Green,
Insect Powder,
S Drug Store.
-Ragsdale, Cooper & Co's. Block
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6*-- STRAW H AT'S.
Now is the time to purchase your straw hats fo - the —4o
E_ Matadi Shoo Collip4ily.1
Line Of
Underwear for Summer.
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Colored Shirts....
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summer's wear.
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With the Collar th own in...
They make the most comfortable hot weather
shirts ever brought out and at the same time
are dressy looking.
See our Sonth Show Window.
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COMMENCES TO GRIND.
The Petit Jules Impanelled
this Morning.
A VERDICT RETURNED.
Other Local Real Gathered and Grouped for
Quick Perusal.
In Circuit Court Tuesday morning the
petit jaries were impanelled as follows:
H. T. Fruit,
W. E. Adcock,
M. A. Fritz,
T. J. Haddock,
P. E. Sherrill,
Z. W. Walker,
F. M. Alder,
Jas. Phelps,
Luke Crick,
R. E. Claxton,
C. Cplemen,
Henan Smith,
F. U. Chilton,
Cave Johnson,
ed A. Littlefield,
T. J. Powers,
J. R. Hawkins,
T. V Carter.
C. H. Harrison,
C. E. Oliver,
D. F. Mabry,
Jim L. Mosely,
D. A. Means,
W. H. Schwartz,
The names of the following persons
are recorded as bystanders:
Mack Denton,
R. L Boulware,
C. P. Nolen,
W. H. Sizemore,
J S. Johnson,
John Knight.
Henry earnest was sent to the peni-
tentiary for one year. He was found
guilty of malicious shooting. He was
Wised $25 and ten days in j:ail for carry-
ing a concealed deadly weapon.
The ease of the Commonwealth vs
Leale Oldham. charged with malicious
shooting, resul* 1 in the release of the
defendant.
e- sot--
To The Golden Gate.
Can yen afford to miss the wonderful
16th International Endeavor Conven-
tion? To assat you to go, the cheapest
railroad rate ever made has been se-
cared, and a delightful itinerary ar-
ranged. $53 89 from Hopkinsville to
San Francisco and return' $7 00 for
sleeper berth, included use of care for
the three-thy stopever. Study the fol.
lowing itinerary:
Leave Hopkinsville June 29, 10:1R a. m.
Ar. St Louis June 29. 7:32 p. m.
LT. St. 1•01214 .. June 29. 8:00 p. m
Ar. Kansas City. June 30, 7 :00 a. m
Lv. Kansas City .. June 30, 8:30 p m
Ar. Denver Jule I, 4 :00 a. ru
Lv. Denver . . . July 1, 4 :00 a. rn
Ar. Colo. Springs July 1, 7 :00 a. m
Lv. Colo. Springs July 2, 0:00 a. m
Ar. Salt Lake City. July 3. 7:00 a. m
Lv. Salt Lake City. Jelly h.
Plubj,Net to ehange) 12:10 a. m
Ar. San kranciseo July 13,
(subject to change) 9:00 a. m.
Can you resist this wonderful oppor-
tunity? Join the Kentucky delegation
and yoa will be warmly welcomed.
For fall particulars and reservation of
sleeper berth, call on or address
Amite D. Waues, Hopkinsville.
Transportation Manager Western Ky.
_--••••••
The State Treasur- y.
Auditor Stone has issued his monthly
statement of the condition of the State
Treasury. It shows the Sinking Fund
balance April 30, 3412,700; receipts, $s,-
778: keel. (421,473. Expenditures, $10,-
000; balance May 31, $411.47S ; School
fund balance April 30, 479,)400; receipt',
138.625; total, $118,425; expenditures,
OSR5 ; balance, May 31, $117,760. Gen-
eral expenditures, deficit, April 30, 3428,-
'181; receipts. $64,203; deficit, $364,277;
expenditures, $42,147; total deficit, $406-
421; leaving a balance in the treasury
May 31 of 122,714. Total outstanding
warrants unpaid, $1,424,492; leaving a
total indebtedness of $1,301,677. This
will be credited by the sale of $500,000
bonds July 15.
For Sale.
City property for stile. The two Atoty
brick house and lot fronting on Cleve-
land avenue, formerly owned by W. J.
Withers. House contains eight rooms,
two cisterns, cabin &c. Will be sold
for less than half it coat to 1 uild the
bowie. Also the beautiful building lot
fronting the tabernacle, and the five
room cottage on East side of Main be-
tween first and second streets now own-
ed by A. L. Wilson. Apply to
CeLtas & WeLLIS.
Or S. H. pipers, Kelly, Ky. 49w 3m
-..
Only One Sale.
Monday Master Commissioner W.
T Feeder sold the Palmer Greve* farm
containing two hundred acre", located
on the Cadiz road, three miles west of
the city. to Dr. A E. Bentley at $3,33e
and a fifty acre tract for CIO.
Estimable Woman Dead.
Miss Anna Roger,. an estimable lady
of Lafayette, died suddenly Saturday of
paralysis of the heart, aged about forty
years. She has been ill several weeks.
Her brother is critically ill and is feared
that he can not recover.
Leave the City.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Gooch, who have
been residents of this city many years,
went Tuesday morning to Lebanon. Ill,
where the will live in the future. They
will conduct a boarding house for col-
lege students.
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The following invitations were sent
oat this week.
You and Your Friends
Are Cordially Invited to Attend the
Opening Ball
at
Cerulean Springs Hotel,
Friday Fvening, June 18th,
le117.
Cerulean Springs, Ky.
The Idlers will meet next Monday
evening with Miss Kate Harrison at
Bethel Female College. Another "short
stories" evening .has been arranged.
The following notice, which will be of
much interest to the many friends of
the bride, who formerly resided in
Christian county, is clipped from a Mur-
freesboro, Tenn., paper:
At the Baptist church Wednesday
morning at 7 o'clock, Capt. Robt. F.
Castel' and Mrs. E J. Fleming were
united in marriage, Rev. I. A. Halley
officiating. The bridegroom is well.
known hPre and is a successful farmer.
gla bide is a new comer into our midst,
but is laghly esteemed by all who know
her. We wish for them a pleasant and
happy journey o'er the pathway of life.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
Oold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
• BAKING
POWDER
A Pure °rape Crean el Tartar Powder.
yEARS THE STANDARD.
Tie Last Letter.
"The rome are ends
The vttjunie's ..losed;
Love is depos•sl ; •
May se be frt••tt.i.7"
Au: e'in you crush
The rots, you wort..
And then rt•stort,
It. pristine blush!
Take from your hair
ehe dower, abuse.
Each petal bruise
And then repair"
I it can you mend.
However skilled,
Love that you ki
With t he word "friend?-'
Friends. say you? Nay!
tiii fi it.ialsbip spring
Forth. flourishing
From love's tiecio?
Presto! any you,
And in an hour 1,
Expect the ilowe
Of friendship trua ;1
V. here eiveetes lead,
Expect to bloom
Above his tomb
Friendship instead.
S.., as you say.
The mimetic,. en
We are not Meru4
tio then thy way.
nk
b ;
A full line of McCormick aindezs
mower. twine and repairs can bp lied a
the old stand of Winfree Bros., pe Co.
MAT CAYCE 871Co.
Hopkinavilli, Ky.Nit
--sass .•
Refuses to Vacate.
Inspector Lester and the ne clerk,
Tinsley. went to the Eddyville Branch
Penitentiary yesterday. Canfield refus-
ed to vacate. Lester has telegraphed
the Governor for instructions. Trouble
is feared over the matter, as 4Tanfield
-teems stubbornly determined to 2101(1 on
to the office which he says rightfially be-
longs to him.
Food For Veterans.
Forbes Bivouac, of Clarkevil e, will
furnish the Confederate commiksary at
Nashville with ten head of bete cattle,
fifty lambs, one hundred harps, two
hundred pounds of lard, ten la of
flour and ten bushel of meal.
Taken to the Asylum.
Mrs. F. M. Williams, of Zopkins
county, has been placed in the NVestern
Asylum for the Ins me to be treated.
She was brought here by Sheriff Thomp-
son. This is the third timeshe has been
confined in the institution.
--see a
With the Graduates.
"I will say in explanation
Of this mighty peroration,
It is but a relaxation
Of my great imagination.
At the time of graduation
We will feel great exultation.
Then will come the separation,
But after a short vacation,
We'll astonish all creation -
With our knowledge of measuration,
As well as nueration,
And matter( of complication
Beyond all calculation-
The result of education.
ro decide on one's vocation
Is a subject for meditation,
If an author of celebration-
Or no matter what our station-
May no act of degredation,
Much lees of dissipation,
Mar our brave determination
To develop civilization.
But rise by each gradation
To that noble elevation,
Where, with feelings of elation,
We'll view each past privation.
I've exhausted my information;
Do not think this an inundation
Of worded the same termination."
-0-
PUBLIC 1110II SCHOOL.
The oommencement exercised of the
city Pulic High School will be heid at the
Union Tabernacle, on Thursday, June
17. The present graanating clamis tne
seventh in number since that depart-
ment was added to our public setoole.
The successful candidates foe diplo-
mas are: •
Misses:-
Elizabeth Dudley Blakemore,
Acta Braden, Maude Cansler,
Annie Todd Kelly, Mary G. Starling,
Nell Donaldson, Myrtie Lawitou,
Susie Cox.
Metiers.-
Jamison McPherson, Daniel Yooing,
William Blythe.
The program for this entertainment
will be divided into two parts, the first
being given up to a good time with the
little folks, and the sexind the ekercisea
of the graduating class.
There are among us about seventy•
five graduates from our High School,
and we understand there will &ion be
formed an alumni society whose exer-
(-tees will, hereafter, form an interesting
feature of commencement week.-
The man who eau; becausd he is
hungry is. thus far, on a level with the
brutes. The man who stops eating the
moment his hunger is appeasett is the
wise man. Nature needs no more food
than she calls for. Continued excess
brings about indigestion or dytpet sin.
with lose of flesh, strength, sle,eg, ambi-
tion and mental power, and an accumu-
lation of aches, pains and many danger-
ous local nialadiee.
The stomarli now ran do jaothing
alone. We must appeal to eortie arta
dcially digested food which can also di
gest other foods. That is to say *e must
lase the Shaker Digeative Cordiai. The
effect is prompt and cheering. The
chronic pain and distress ceasee. Ap-
petite presently revives. Flesh and vig-
or gradually come back, and the suf-
ferer recovers. But he must be careful
to future. A trial bottle for 10 cents.
•
Laxol is the best medicine thr chil-
dren. Doctors recommend it in place of
Castor Oil.
ipbetbeg.3000+40...00.
2 TOWN TATTLE.frf**************94iir***t
Fourth of July comes on kintWlay this
year.
It is reported that tobacco tikes have
already put in an appearance in some
parts of the county.
The blackberry crop will break all re-
cords if nothing interferes.
The Racket's stock is appraisell at $19,-
677.19. The cost value is $29,4.76.
"Honest John" Moayon is trying to
corner the wool market. He p(irchased
10,000 pounds Tuesday and is new hold-
ing 15,000 pounds.
Slime circus day everything hal been
unusually quite in police cirelei.
Evidentiy not much meanest, has been
going on iweently in town. The grand
jury is in 'session, but none of tke"spor.
ty boys" have gone to vela coubtry gel-
jive..
It is whimpered in political ci+lem that
the Hon. Polk Cansler weneh have a
walk-over in his race for the i office of
County Judge.
The Acme Flouring Mill btlilding is
rapidly nearing Nimpletion. It will be
hatubsome and rommodionee
rotice to Creditori.
SOCIAL AND PERSONALI Two Hearts As Oam FOR RURAL READERS.
Cuy
Dr. Edward Adrian Chaffin and Miss
, Lillie Crawford Waller assumed, Wed'
Duncan Coes to Her- s needay afteruoon, sacred and solemn Facts Of Much Interest to
derson to Live. (vows that linked their livesand destinies the Farmers.
A prettier marriage has never taken
place in this city.
The scene of the miptials Was the
handsome residence of the bride's broth-
er-in-law, Mr. James H. Anderson, on
South Main street, the appointments of
which are perfect in every particular
and were admirally adapted to the au-
spicious event.
The bride is an intelligent and attrac-
tive lady whose friends here are legion.
Her accoutplishments are ninny and
varied and abates-et. she does she does
well. She will be greatly missed in so-
cial, literary and musical circles. Dr.
Chattin is one of Hopkins county's most
prominent and Influential citize us. Ho
is a successful pbysician of more than
local reputation.
At 5:13 p. m. o'clock Dr. aid Mrs.
Chuttin boarded the L. & N. passenger
train and began their wedding itiner-
acy, which includes the Nashville Cen-
tennial and all Southern cities of impor-
tance. They will go to their future
home in Eirlington and be read'y to re-
ceive their friends about the 20th test.
NOTES ABOUT PEOPLE
Stray Storas of More Or Less Local Interest
Gathered and Grouped.
Mr. J. Guy Duncan has resigned the
position which he has held with great
credit for years at J. H. Anderson's
store, to become connected with the
Henderson, Ky., Milling Company. His
new position is in the nature of a pro-
motion. Mr. Duncan is a young man
of splemied business qualifications and
exentplary habit". , He is genial and pro-
gressive end it is a benefit to any firm
to have Lim in its employ. The NEw
Feat, regretting his departure front this
city. take s plimeure in commending hint
to the good people of Henderson. He
left for his new home Thursday.
t t :
Were Married.
Mr Ernest Rash and Miss Mery Craw-
ford were married Tuesday night at 8:30
o'clock to the Baptist Church at Made
winville. Miss Lora Hall was maid of
honor; Mr. Harry BIONVO, of Hanson,
best man to the groom; Little Willie
Belle and Nannie Brow n anu Lizzie May
and Helen Givens were flower girls;
Messrs. Will Daves, Turney Ruby, Wal-
ter Stodgliill and Will Hopewell were
ushers.
t ft
Culture Club.
The Church Hill Culture Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Henry Boyd
Saturday afternoon, June 12th, promptly
at 3 :30 A full attendance is desired, as
business of importance will be trans-
acted.
+
Oilice Party.
Mr. John T. Eilmunth his announced
that he is ill act as host of an "office par-
ty" at an early date. The guests of hon-
or will be the -Idlers Club."
+ t
Will Dance.
A large crowd of young people expect
to attend the opening ball at Cerulean
which takes place on the night of the
Doh inst. There will be a large attend-
ance from Princeton,llendereou,Owens.
born, Cadiz,Clarksville and other towns
V ncent Nignes flue Italian baud will
furuieh the music.
s
Prows..
Mr. Charles 0. Prow-se was aimitted
to the bar Wedues lay and will at
once hang out his shingle announcing
that he will practice law in this and
contiguous counties.
+
Opening Ball.
The opening ball at the newly refitted
Barnes House at Sebree Springs will
take place on the evening of the 18th
nst. Taylor's baud, of Hendereon, will
furnish music for the occasion.
-
The Democratic Committee.
The following is the Democratic State
central Committee as norioinized at
the Democratic Convention at Frank-
fort:
State-at-Large-P. P. Johnstotechair•
man, Lexiugtou.
State-at- arge-William Goebel, Cov-
ington.
First Distra t -J. R. ',nom, Fulton.
Second District-S. A. Young, Hee-
derson.
Third District-Charles M. Lewis,
Bowling Green.
Fourth District-Finley Shuck, Leba-
non.
Fifth District-John L. Dunlap, Lou-
isville.
Sixth District -Joseph W. Pug b , Cov-
ington.
Seventh District-Thomas E. Moore.
Shawhan.
Eighth District-J. P. Chinn, Har-
rodsburg.
Ninth Distriet-HaneooKennedy,Car-
lisle,
Tenth District-A. W. Hamilton, Mt.
Sterling
Eleventh District,-Jas. Garnett, Jr.,
Columbia.
IN 113110111AEL
Death has again entered our commun-
ity and for its reward has claimed Little
Florence Adams, one of the riweetet
II Avers and purest buds that has ever
bloomed in our midst. Only thirteen
years ago a happy home was blamed
with in r coming,-a father's pride, a
mother's delight. Such a heart to be vis-
ited by the angel of death. Such a
home to be darkened by the shadow of
his aiug. But true to her Maker she
was found waiting for His summons,
"Child Come Home." She is gone, she
has passed up to the beginning,has gone
where the great mystery lies. 0, God;
that such a girl, with such fond hopes
such glorious dreams and such noble as-
pirations should die. The dream called
living is o'er with her, her spotless soul
is in the arms of her Maker. She was
continually sieging His praise on earth
and now she has been called to join the
celestial choir. She possessed all that
was cheerful. A bright smile greeted
all who met her. Her loss is deeply
mourned by her school-mates. While in
study she was leader, at her books and
on the play -ground she was cousidered
the happiest of all, her going has caused
an irreparable loss to her bereaved fath-
er and mother who now can not set the
silver lining to the dark clowi which
now over-shadows the once happy hotue.
'les true that words of sympathy can
redeem nothing ham the grave. and
that nothing we can say will brute back
our loved ones, or assuage the poignan-
cy of our grief.
Yes, Florence is gone to sing songs
that angels and Arc-angels sing and to
be with Jesus throughout the celestial
ages of eternity.
We know it is hard, no hard, to part
with loved ones but let us be faithful in
t le i discharge of duty ,that we may meet
her sweet spirit in heaven, where she
has gone to welcome us.
To my heart-broken sister and broth-
er I would say, sorrow not, we will tar-
ry but a short while and then join her.
She is gone, but not forgotten,
To that land beyond
Where sickness can not enter
And 'morrow never comes.
Although her place is vaentit.
We know she lives above
Where Jesus bids her welcome
To thnt city where all is love.
She was loved by all who knew her
And SIPA we are to know
That her face so kind and gentle
We nevermore shall see below.
-FAxste.
All persons having claims ageinst late
Arm of Witkfree Bros. & , against
W. P Winfree, are notified toille same
with me, as assignee, at the Nina Na-
tional Bank of Hopkinsville, where I
will set to receive claim. fmnli 9 a. I
to 3 p. ne. eaeh day (Sundays exceptel.
for three months front this datP.
Geo. C Loso, Aped nee,
W iufree Bros St 00.,
March 25, '97, W- 'afree.
• •
Crofton, Ky., June 5, '67.
What Hood's Sarsaparilla has (lone
for other it will also do for you. Hood's
Sarsaparilla cures all blood diseases.
"The Way to Fix it,"
sista thee leaven a hen plaiining a
haus. that eilattln't break down, "is
tc make the yosk.et s1,ot aa strong as
the rest" This is %hid JoNstiotell
JILLLADMINA 161,MITtint do to the hu-
man vehicle. 'they touch the weak,
sore, aching, tender sie,te. and make
theru strong as the rest. ti,e the Red
Cross on ths pleader-the sign of gen-
uineness and merit. .
- Div "1-idend -."-No. 22.
At the semi-annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Crescent Mil-
ling Co the u•nal dividend of four per
cent. (4e. ) was declared out of the net
earnings for the iix months ending May
31st, and payable July 1st.
F. K. YOST, Sec'y & Treas.
Sending Out Checks.
There is good news for the school
teachers. Superintendent of Public In-
struction Davidson is to-day mailing
cheeks to each County Superintendent
of Schools for the portion of the school
fund the teachers are entitled to. This
is the last payment for the school year
to June. The money will be disbursed
by the County Superintendents to the
teachers. The payment sent out aggre-
gates $133,905 72, or the entire balance
to counties.
_
MORE
Curative power is contained in Hood's
Sarsaparilla than in any other similiar
preparation. It cost the proprietor and
manufacturer more. It costs the jobber
more and in worth more to the consum-
er. More skill is required in its prepa-
ration and it combine's more remedial
qualities than any other medicine. Con-
sequently it heue a record of more cures
and its sales are more than those of any
other preparuann. Hood's Sarsaparilla
is the best medicine to buy beeause it is
an honest medicine and thousands of
testimonials prove that it does actually
and permanently cure disease.
A NEORC• TION.
(APacq AL TO NEW EH
Louisville, June 10.-The directors of
the Third National Bank, of this city,
will recommend a redaction of the capi-
tal stock of the bank from '400,000 to
000,00o.
HOBBS
OELIVEZ OF HE PEOPLE
Giant Disease Slain by His
Great Discovery.
It Stands as a ildrri..r wi el.
Sul!, riog Humanity and
lle Grave.
Druggists Est r3 where H port
Enormous Sales of Ur.
Hobbs Spars pie
;they Pitts.
What sufferer from kidney disease
who has been fortunate enough to take
Dr Hobbs Sparagus Kidney Pills and
been cured will not heartily indorse
every word in the heading of this arti-
cle? What man or ViOnian is there to-
day who would dare gainsay the heal-
ing Virtues of Dr. Hebei( Kidney R- me-
ey in the ce,luiees of this paper for ray-
eral days past.
A a-ell-known physician of Hopkins-
vile said yesterday: "At first 1 an
skeptical as to the value of this prepara-
tion, but the very favorable rep prts I
frequently hear from those who are a--
trig it convinces Inc that it is a wonder-
ful medicine. One ef my patieuts
yeeterday : 'I have been fakeer Dr
Hobbs Sparegus Kidney Pills for elbow
a week and I declare I feel better than
have for ten years,' and lie certain I)
looked letter than I ever remembered
seeing him. I am pretty thoroughly con-
viuced that Hobbs Sparagu.Pille Will bt•
universally prescribed by the medical
profession."
Advertising is a good way to let peo-
ple know that you have sone thing to
Kell, but It is it mighty expe•usive o e ra
rion when the article UtTertel is of no
value. The enormous en ease artainee
by Dr. Hobbit Spaiagnie Kieuey Pete
conies from the fact that those whom
they have benefited tell their friends,
and this is the position Dr. Hobbs great
discovery occupies in this community
to-day.
Evidence of the Fallowing Character is
What Has Proven Hobbit Sparagus
Kidney Pals to be Without • Peer as a
Kidney and Rheumatic Cure.
Pittsburir, Pa., Dec. 4, 1895.
Hobbs Remedy Co., Chicago.
Gentlemen :-loor years I have berm
suffering from kidney complaint and
acute fleet:natant their poet Learnt-
vateel form. Th.. later disease physi-
cians say, was (mused by What they
claim was an entraordinary amounts of
uric acid in the blond. I have tried
remedy after remedy, all of which were
advertised as the only cure, and have
and have spent hundreds of dollars with
different specialists without anything
more than temporary relief. My °evil ,
patio'', that of traveling salesman, was
such a detriment to a cure Ong all the
doctors I consulted said I would have to
abandon it if I every exrected permit-
neht
Through the advice of one of my
Mende who had suffered In a like man-
ner. I was persuaded to try Hobbs
Sparsgus Kidney Pills. The first elide.
save ine relief, and four boxes per-
termed a remnrkiible mid or tnplete cure.
1.1 fact I am, as all my acquaintunces
say, a new man.
I would be pleased to answer at any
titue eonnnunications from fellow Ha-
ferers. Very gratefully yours,
H. G. Miller, 393 5th As
An Eminent Divine Seyk:
Oct. 80, 159e.
Gentlemen accept this lee
premien) of my confidenee in the virtues
of your Sparagne Kidney Pills us a
specific for that neat insidious affration,
Bright's Disease and Kidney troubles.
Having Mud your pills accoreing to
directions, I have found them to act ex-
actly a. represented, and I can indorse
them in every way.
To all sufferers from kidney treed,
in any form I recorntuend Hole,
Sparagns Kidney Pills as an infallibl
remedy. Yours very truly,
Rev Goo, L. Hunt
39 West 105th street, N. Y
So throughout the land the good 111•9
is groe ing fast that DR. 110/3fa
SPA RAGUS KIDNEY PILLS are raj:
lilly arenniplishing the mission they al
tient to fulfill, and are hanging healt1
amid entimiqmeit happiness to Ouellette].
Dr. Hobbs Sparagus Kidney Pills, a
cents a box.
FOR SALE HY
R. C. Hardwick,
DRUGGIST,
JOuINQ4)N .1011`761014
Maaalseturine Cit. aloe, :04., York. • W helpmate and Retail Agent, Hopkins-
,
vale, Ky.
ALL OF THE MARKETS.
Notes Ai, tut C-ops. Tobacco. Live Stock and
Other Matters.
TIIE LOPISVIII.E MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the NEW ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our merket for the week just
closed einonnt to 2,072 hhds., with re-
ceipts fer the mine period 1,760 libels
Sales en our market since Jan. 1st,
ainourt to 80,9e3 lents. Sales of the
crop of 1896 ou our market to this date
amount to 69.971 hhde.
The common and medium grades of
leaf hero commanded higher prices on
our market this week, and the advert('
lug tieeiency continues for all grades
except very common logs. Rehandling
demand continues active for tobacco of
extra length regardless of quality at
prices ranging from $5 to $6 50. Such
regie 1 Inds as have appeared on the
market have met a keen demand a
satisfaetory prices to sellers. Since our
report (if a week ago many parts of the
tobacco sections have been favored by
rain ; in some localities, however, the
rain feel was very light and did not af-
ford a satisfactory planting session. In
some sections plants are small and the
farmers have been backward in prepar-
ing their ground and it is difficult just
at this time to make anything like an
accurate estimate as to what percentage
of the intended crop has been put on the
hill, but the planting is certainly not as
far advanced as usual at this date and
the pr' parations for a crop have not
been n. any so extensive as last year and
under the most favorable weather con-
ditions there will unquestionably be a
falling off in the acreage planted am
conquer, d with recent years.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent oar market for dark tobacco,
1896 crap:
Trash  el 00 to 154)
Contnton to medium loge 1 75 to 2 50
Dark reel lugs, ex' quality 3 00 to 4 50
Medium to good leaf  4 50 to 7 00
Leaf of extra length   6 00 to 7 00
W repro ay styles  800 to 16 00
--
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reprt tNI by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Lone ville, Ky ,Juno 9 -Cattle.-Val'
ues for cattle to-day were steady and
nun-hanged. The demand, which was
limited to trill butchers, was about suf-
ficient :o clear the pens of the offerings,
which were light and of fair quality.
Calves.-The calf market wits Slow
ith fair sized receipts of poor quality.
All found buyers at unchanged quality.
Extra !Nipping 
Light Capplug 
Hest buiehers 
Fair to good initehera 
Common to metilton butchers-
Chin, rough steers, poor cows
and sealawags 
Good to extra oxen  
Common to medium oxen
Feeders 
'Stockers 
114 $.5(0 4 455
4 224 4 Sc
4 15(0 S's
4i510 44''
2 fiti* 2.5
1 20)
8 $ AO
20 300
• x 4 15
S 5t3 880
• 2 3 40
es! celves ...........  75f 5 25
I hale.. toilet] cows . 75=4350e
Fair to good mulch cows  15 00425ni
Hoge-The hog market was active at
Tueseley's closing prices. Heavies sold
nt $3 40"3 45, and mediums at $3 45
Lights of 120 to 160 lbs. weight brought
$3 43, and those of 100 to 120 lbs. 3 25',
:3 4e. The supply, which was moderate
and of fair quality, was all sold,
packing and butchers, 725
silts $ 4:i
Fair to good packing. Pr to llo it 43 45
to extra 115th, !auto Mao lei 4o
Eat shoats. 120 to i5o lb . . it 55e.:1 45
Fat ab•.atee. Ina to lie lb ....... . 3 5Iloas is
Roughs, Me to NM 11) 2 U40 to
Stocitegs ...
She! p and Lambe -The tone of the
sheep and lamb trade was somewhat
sin-Inger than duriug yesterday, but
priees mere unchanged. Offerings were
light and generally of good quality.
Good clearance was made.
Good to extra shipping sheep $2 7501.1
Fair t.• good . ... ..... • 2 01543 sI
Comm. Pii to medium  2 00(42 75
Bucks . 0442 5.0
Stock ewes and ambers  I 25013 Ou
shippers anti scallawas er lulu] Weal un
Extra spring iambs ..........5 MO 75
nest twit-tier iambs fsswi
Fair to good butcher lands . . 3 1111 .13 50
fall viola •   2 as53 tle
FOR SALE.
Six head of good horses and mules at
C. H. Lsyne's stable for sale. Call and
see tie in
-ease .
['O'er WANT THE ANGELL.
[evecieeie New ERA !
Wu hington, June 10 -The Turkish
Goverune tat not havieg responded to
lie xplau bins offered regarding
Wine-ter Angell, he will not be allowed
.o sail for Conitalitirople until such an
anew, res received.
Wilt Marry.
Mr. W. W. Teague and Miss Ada
Adams were married yesterday at
four o'clock at the home of the bride's
pareels near Consolation. The Rev.
W. E. Met 'ord will officiate. The groom
is a y rotnising young Hopkins county
school teacher.
- 
•
Elcped to Clarksville.
Jaetes Cooly and Miss Louie Harrison.
an aping couple from Hopkiusiille,
reached here early this morning and
were. married by Rev. G. W. Shelton,
of the Cumberland Presbyterian church.
-Clarksville Times of Wednesday.
--ape ....-
Innen' band.
Ono of flis greatest-, if not the great•
est, coucert band in tl e world is Ill take
Ps tern iving concerts imi the great
(auditorium at Nashville. That is tuner'
Cinurt,rt Lind, wilt ,•11 01)010 d its engage-
ment June 7th and continues for two
mouths. Knowledge of it is of particu-
lar interest to the Southerners as its en-
gagement covers that period of time at
the Espomition when it is expected the
insjerity of Southern people will have
lideure to attend One of the reasons
that Inn,. was given such a long en-
esgeitient and aloigned the Summer
!Menthe was his popularity in many of
the Southern States, %here his band has
been most successful on tour.
- - —.nee • ...—
Kentucky Sunday School Convention.
Are onto of eleive convention the 0.
V. By., will sell tickets to Harrodsburg,
Ky , and nem ti, on June 21st, at one
fare for the round trip. Return limit
June 26th.
$1.e0 round trip to Evansville Sunday
-train leaves e :20 a. in. Tickets good
retureing Monday morning. Ohio
Valley Railroad.
PLANTERS
C4Defer.646)
For tell di...wee' peculiar to women and
girls It Tones up the Nerved, Improves
the A ppptIte. Enriches the blood, and gives
I Ire, Health and Sten gt h.
FEMALE....
REGULATOR
ueen of Tonics.
HAKES THR COMPLEXION CI.P.AR•
FREE!a bottle of "Monthly" itegu•wine Pins 91t eneh bot tie.
For sale by all dealers or sent direct
upon receipt of price loy
NEW SPENCER MED. CO.. Clanaseede, Ti...
LADIE.S• SPECIAL TREATMENT: In
rates requiring special treatment, am.
dress, giving symptoms, Ladles' Mad.tal
Depertmad. Advice and book on Female
Diseases with testimonials free.
For Sale and Recommended by,
•-••••wasig-4.1".
•
ttAKI
rict,k7r-Ff
.- lie LA
.-.11)solutcly Pure.
Celebree for its great leavening
streniztn and healthfulness Assures the
feed against Muni and all forms of 'Leine
terution common to the cheap brands
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.
Kentucky Cr-qo Report.
For the June report replies were re-
ceived from 161 correspondents, repre-
senting 112 counties, leaving only the
counties of Adair, Edmoneon, Larne,
McLean, Oldham, Simpson and Wood-
ford failims to report.
WHEAT.
The condition of the wheat crop June
1st averages 93, which is a lass of two
points during the month of May. June
1st, 1896, the condition was 61. The
crop continues to show the best condi-
tion in the central portion of the State,
where 12 counties report au average
above 100. quite a number of counties,
both in the central and Western sec-
tions report chinch bug and Hessian fly
present, but the damage done by them
appears slight, with the exception of the
conuties of Henderson, Livingston,
Warren and Crittenden. Some rust is
reported Oil blades and apprehension is
felt on this account, particularly in Cen-
tral Kentucky, where the crop is quite
rank.
CORN.
The condition of the corn crop on
June 1st averages 82. On this date of
1896 the condition was 93. The crop
continues in a very lackward state.
Very few complaints are made of dam-
age by cut worms, note ithstamiing the
weather conditions were such that the
greatest damage might be expected
from this source.
OATS.
A:though there was a lack of -sunshine
and moisture during May the out crop
shows an improvement from 7e May 1st
to 82 on the date of this repoit. The
condition on June 1st, 1896, was 69.
TOB ICC°.
Little was done towards setting the
tobacco crop until the last week in May,
when a fair season prevailed over the
greater portion of the State. This is in
striking cotarast with this date ef 1e96,
when practically the entire crop had
been set and much of it had rect tVed
cultivation. Plants are mainly reported
scarce and small, though in Ktille conn•
ties, where a Reason is still wanting, the
plants are reported as getting too large
to transplant. The acreage of the en-
tire State averages 63 per cent. of the
acreage for 1890. Separating the "dark" from date.
and -burley" districts, the acreage for H. H. & C. E. SIVI.EY,
the former is 6e, and 62 for the latter. 41vi9t Adner. of E. H. SIVLEY.
Replies received to special inquiries as!
to the possible effect of violent destruc-
t-ion of plant beds dud written demands kaAtct (\ii
for a eustatiment Of the crop show no IV 11(1 .1' 
)61 
it
eit,..ex on acreage wall be had from this
this source.
iieskunits.
The eonditiou of patetures averages 94,
which is about what ntight bei expected
considering the cdol, dry weather of
May. lhe season has been especially
favorable to young grass and an excel-
lent set Was 'secured.
wool,.
The wool clip of 1897 is estimated at
89 per cent. of th% clip of 18e6. The
average price per pound for this season's
clip is 16 cents, a gratifying improve-
ment on 121e eentre which was the price
per pound obtained for clip of 1896.
LIVE STOCK.
Is generally reported in good condi-
tion with the exception of work stock,
which is very much reduced in flesh
owing to the severe work necessary to
get the soil in good condition for crops.
Cattle and shoe p continue in demand.
Hogs have suffered about the usual loss
from cholera. In MeCrecken county
hogs are reported dying of is disease
hitherto unknown. Cattle are dying of
'Blood) alurneia: in Estill county.
Apples and peach,s have dropped
badly during the month. The reports
are still very conflicting in regard to
them two fruits. 'Pears and cherries are
universally reported a poer crop, while
the berry crop promises to be abundant.
The general summary of condition: for
apples, 76; peaches, 64; pears 56; and
cherries', 56. For May the conditions
were, for apples, 96; peaches 70; pears,
74; and cherries, I32.
LUCAS MOORE.
Commissioner of Agriculture.
Personal Points.
•
Mr. J. G. White, of Cerulean, was in
the city Wednesday.
'Squire Davison, of Lafayette, was in
town Wednesday.
Mrs. Tom Wall, of Gritcey, was shop-
ping in toviet Wednesday.
Mr. Walter Garber, of Lafayette, was
in town Wednesday.
Mr J. M. McGagshey, of Newstead,
was lo re Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs i6 Joe Beazley, of
 La-
fayette, were n the city this week.
Messrs. Tom and Jasper Wagon, of
Gracey, were in the city this week.
Dr. B. L. Hsu-limes, of Dallas, Texas,,
is visiting in the city.
Mrs .1 G. B Try, of Uniontown, is
visiting lee daughter, Mrs. Otno Ander-
son,
Mr. Tout Berkire Jr., of Kennedi ,was
in the city this week.
'1 he E. H. &serer place on Canton pike.
2,2 miles from Hopkinsville, contain
seout 221 14 wires of rich land, about 3e
acres in timber. Two dwellings on
place, barn, stable's, etc. Will be sold
1st in two parts then as a whole, on
Monday. July 5th, at court-house door
at 11 o'clock.
Terms of Sile.-i, cash, balance in 12
and 18 months. Notes to bear interest
Special Offer to
nasti
each of Our Lady Readers.
A beAutilul Turban or Ores.. Eat -.1 hue fancy bran]. elegantly
trimmed with p1311i r fancy Drewle• r.ntson, fancy crepe dull
or lace, and Imported trench un,ntune of mine flowera any °Won
ae..rea. earls a eh:wiling eIVILUVU 3111114/ to cut. No two
ex icily ante.
NOTIIING SEAVER. NdTig1744.1 II4N11111011EM.
10111111itiel 11401tE, KIT LIP•111.
Is order f•• sn.s.sN 1/1.M1 (Sr buoineoeioequientano.. pourve1.1 and
40.1...11 /1 f teal OW .1 IP /14 at of 1104 beetutsful trIntr,,d
ie,.!$ ly padont. nu ',lip( of Lot 09 rent..
,sde.st.....searn/ and the f,! Irtaws r! urn ..f .1., mat
oo.o.stoteenees. We porottne4 n't:4 Loa. one hal r.wA
pa. aw•er at thie indoni+howir a srsee "fee rent, to snore than
is, A.If ts desired by the wont pun/sin..? flu y-rsa ten/ he 52 75
e.oh de1.100,..i; hot. !send dre••••//ii.le end atalw your own ade
0,4 c. No extra ch..rgs. f..r rnaki..e any than/tea
de•irtd i the style of trunwina r., shope "I' bal. Ond ..ur
lure* Illustrated eutehilrees alnwrow .00 Newest Partatab and
Anaerican tapirs free • ith each ..rder.
.f.f lent w.../.1 Id:, to *tart a oolt4torr5 icon,'' pour own and
beernoe an independent Loneliness women. tee will Oar( you Slrlf
ynti are Interest. d I etartiog a inillinery awns eueu,se I, cents
a amps far n.sol,tig lame .11ustt ated" catalog ue and full asferea•
oleo. Address •
E. NEWMAN & CO.,issa, flit, nld sad 27Il Presidia Ave., NT. LOA 118,
eep Your Eyd on This
T. M. Jones has decided to close ont his en-
tire stock of shirt waists at cost and some less
than cost.
Be Sure You Set Them.
My stock of Gents' Ladie's and Children's
shoes will be closed out regardless of cost.
Now is Your Time to Buy Cheap Shoes.
Elegant line of staple and fancy dress
goods and trimmings, wash goods, notions,
gents and ladies furnishing goods, carpets, rugs
lenoleums and oil cloth, all at
C viee
The trade is cordially invited to visit my
store and inspect my stock and
Ar4:41-It t e r7i;
II3e c
T. M. JONES
• • • • •S'IMM*
• e
•
• GRAITES&CONDY •• .. co)
..JEWELERS.. (0
• 
Diamonds, Watches, t
• Silverware.
•
• 
Best quality goods. Prices at the t
•
very bottom.
,0) Repairing done promptly and cor- 41
•
• rectly.
Agents for sewing machines and
supplies. 
F.•
•
0) •
l‘
•
• Howc Building. lain St .•
•
• • • • • 61.41.04WII.K,
B. H. STEIF JEWELRY COMPANY,
208 and 210 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.
Official Jtwelers to 'I linnesse ( 'eaten
nial, and largest dealers in the South
in highest grades of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND SOUVENIRS.
The official Centennial Souvenir
epoone Can only be obtained of them.
Of eouree. souhl want ow
...Mail Orders Solicited...
W.' make a specialty of filling spec-
tacles to those needing 'helps to-rear. Es'( s • zsmit.ed and carefully
tented, free of charge Come see Us, awl talk that matter over, and let us
examine 3our eyes. Watches and jewelry carefully repa,red.
See Our Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106.
,B. H. Stcif Jewelry Co., 208 and 210 Union Jt., Nashville.
..LOW
..PRICES..
TALK..
5c
And Talk Eloquently Too. Yhesz
Prices Are
MARVELS OF MODERN
MERCHANDISING.
Yard Wide Garner's Fine Per-
cales, Fast Colors. These Are
loc Goods.
32-inch Handsome Printed Or-
gvaniude.ies. Actual 12 1-112 cents5c
3 StandardStylcls.
4 , ColuMbus1, ishecl
4 HooAierCotton.
Or Children 's 'seamless
• t. black and
Prints in E
1492 Yard
by the Lonsdal
or Henriett
ik.
ribbed hose. fail
tr. Men's splenfild
-Fie goods.
seamless socks, usual 10c
4c LeAllete Jer,'
ribbed vests. •
22c Printed sad plain China and Sarah
99c Hoary Molt all-silk
satins.
30, ee inch in(• w., and stormiserge,te the width ) all wool plainworth $1.
Sc Full bleachl cotton honey-comb tow
[Sc pepiwroi II-4
bleached sheeting.
bc Genuine Nilw
I
York Carniet
cottoned,.
1 rc children's•realiedongola solid leather
autiful New Dress Goods
Wide Bleached Cotton, Fin-
e Company.
Yard Wide Uubleached
19c Ladies' 50 gunge imported fast lickboat., double sole, heel and tor,be matched for 116c.
44c Men's negligee hiundried shirts, col-lars attached or detached. actuil Au
goods,
10c Ladies full bleached combed cottonvests, Richelieu ribbed, taped arca
and arms.
79c Rich black brocaded silk.
eorth $1.14.
2c,. Double width all wool novelly dress
• goods.
8c Excellent quality twilled
2c, A yard fit inch pure linen unblesolied
• !atilt-damask.
6 1-4c Masonville, Lonsiale and Fruit ofthe Loom tine bleached cotton.
12 1-2c Extra heavy feather bed
ticking.
odor. ladies' fine oxford and button stapes
7 7‘... blacks and tans.
,dt9
lax-. T. Ir. tstalii tort.
Has opened a branch of his Veterinary Hospital and
horse-shoeing shop on Eighth St., opposite W. T.
Bonte's c4rriage shop, Hopkinsville, Ky., where he is
now ready to serve the public.
Skilled Mechanics,
who have been in his employ for years shoe anything
from a race horse to a mule.
TERMS:A-Cash or monthly Lunt raLt,.
/.IS That's Exactly It
!A
!A
/.0
/.6
!A
/.6
/.6
/.6
/.0
/.6
/A
els
!A
It isn't economy to buy a poor class of goods. its
only extravagence. Its real economy to
Buy Good Goods.
You get the worth of your money. you get pleasure
and satisfaction, its a wise investment That'. why
economy isn't unpleasant, and yet that is the genu-
ine economy. We sell no goolts but good goods.
If we find an article is not of the best, then itisn't
good enough for our trade. We sell good goods at
prices you are asked to pay for ordinary goods,
that's the reason why
...It's Economy to Buy From Us...
A rlonth of Extra Values.
, Theit's why we ere naming such rt stainable prittes,lowering
!the record, it must te- a mow.. of A /dues. a record month.
04pecitel in handkerchiefs-plain and Pret 6Y borders. We *lull.
',wile. corbel braiteta- standard intelteft, bac. Extras good quell-
y turkey fed WA.. linen-choler pat terns, extra good value,
'peeled tit 26c a yard. A hemisoine blest.a.st taw,. lin,./1-n,.w..
..t figures and designs, special iii folic varel. Good towels-
Yrin beet. Mc pair. Good quality unbleached puu.ita....._4.4 an
.extra good vela*, Sc vard lAnottittle cambric, lee v•rd. le 4
1.leached sheeting-handrome cloth, we yard. A handsome11
weir lace curtains. $1.50. A neat ("ben Ill.- stand c over.blle eavh,,,
,"0 lower than oilier item* in our store-ma better items. Es -
Ivry Item rigid.
IT'S ALWAYS RIGHT
If You Buy It At Our Storc.
You get the best. In our mime working goods-in sid• is
patitnloono• overalls. pickets. shoe., front the blest houte-s. t tie
•anorth 'our nioney- kind maul you can rely upon the %esti ig
111111111es. ti..tal tiVernlla, Allr pair, good seine ter seem, ose ei
shoes for nien PI pair. Ala a.vs is full line. lEveryt hi ag wr ad•
crt lee la true-we back It by our guarantee.. You can rely
lupon It.
RICHARDS S/ COMPANY,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Aige. or. • AO• • 4°. 4°' .se'. AO'. Jo. • 40.2:: es; 4; gm; 
.11! 
•:4.46.7! "47: Nab,• Nis,•
4/
tkl/
4./
4./
4./
4./
4./
q*/
NEW SHOES 25c EACH.
AND- i CATHARTIC 1
In core say case of constipation. easearks are th• 10 -al lass
Use, serer Fria or drips, bat rause nay sat.- .1 regalia. MO
pie and booklet ftee. Ad. STARLING RIDIAGI Cideaso. nu.. sr Se tor-k. Sit
•
10 4 ALL
25 so LRu,zisrs
ABSOLUTELY GUMMED
-
- - - r-.• 
•  ve.fe-eri.101,91.19fW
•••••
1 LUSE OF DOCTORS•
es DR. TALMAGE PAYS A HIGH TRIB-
s TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
Me Cakes the Case el Wag Asa. Who lied
tee Clank altartta Why the Doctors
Could Met Care Hiss -Piety sad Medical
New Yolue June H.-It in not often
that men of one prefession have much
eucouragement for men of another pro-
femion, telt this si repel prepared by
Dr. Talmage centanis enthusiastic'
words of &clergyman *physicians. The
text is II Chromeles xvi, 12, 13, "And
Asa, in the thirty and ninth your of bie
reign, was dime:teed in his feet until his
diocese. was exemeding great, yet in his
disease be fought not to the Lord, but
roromn an ansarthetio. 'Alas Me
writhing fabjeets of eargery in
centuries! Blessed be God for that
sponge or vial in the hand of the
ating surgeon in the clinical depart
of the medical college or in the
room of the donicatie circle or the
tattlethild amid thousands of auipluta-
tious.
Napoleon after a battle rode alou
line and saw under a trete standin
the enOW Larrey, the surgeon,
atiug upon the wounded. Na eon
pealed on, awl 24 hours afterward Imo
along the same place, and he saw the
same surgeon operating in the +IMO
place, and he had not left it. Alae for
the bat t letichlm without chloroform. Ilut
now the soldier boy takes a few blithe
from the sponge and forgets al .the
pang of the gunshot fracture, and
whde the eurgeitie a the field hte.i ital
are standing around him he lies here
to the physicians. And Alia slept with dreaming of heme and
 mother and eav-
his fathers" I en. No more parent
s standing ar !id
At this season of the year, when ' a suffering child, 
struggling to get
medical colleges of all schools of medi-
cine are giving diplomas to young doe:s-
torm and at the capital aod in many
of the cities medical associations are as-
sembling to consult about the advance-
meat of the interests of their profes-
sion, I feel this discouree is appropriate.
Wag Asa's float.
la my text is King Asa with tbe
gout. High living and no exereise have
vitiated his blovd, and my text presents
him with his inflamed and bandaged
feet ou an ottoman. In defiance of God.
whom he hated, he amile for certain
conjurors or quacks. They come and
give him all sorts of lotions and pana-
cea& They bleed him. They sweat him.
TINT manipulate They blister
him. Tbey poultice him. They scarify
him. They drug him. They cut him.
They kill him. He was only a young
ewe, and had a dieetem which, though
Yew painful, seldom proves fatal to a
yew man, and be ought to have got
mail, but he fell • victim to charlatan-
ry and empiricism. "And Asa in the
thirty and ninth year of his reign was
&teased in bis feet until his disease
was eseeeding great, yet in his disease
he sought not to the Lord, but to the
physician& And Asa slept with his fa-
thers." That is. the doctors killed him.
In this sharp and graphic way the
Bible sets forth the truth, that you have
DO right to abut God oat from the realm
of pharmacy and therapeutics. If Asa
had maid: "0 Lord, I am sick. Bless
the instrumentality employed for my
recovery." "Now, servant, go and get
the beet doctor you ran find"-he would
bare recovered. In other words, the
world wants divinely directed physi-
cians. There are a great many such.
The diplomas tbey received from the
academice of medicine were nothing
compared with the diploma they re.
°caved from tbe Head Physician of the
universe on the day when they started
out and be said to them, "tio heal the
sick and cast out tbe devils of paiu and
open the blind eyes and unstop tbe deaf
ears." God bless the doctors all the
werld over. and let all the hospitals and
dispensaries and infirmaries mud asylums
and (kimestio circles of the earth re-
spond. "Amen."
Men of the medical profesion we of-
ten meet in the home of degrees. We
shake hands acrosa the cradle of ago-
nized infancy. We join each other in an
attempt at solace where the paroxysm
of grief demands an anodyne as well as
a prayer. We look into each otber's
sympathetic faces through the dusk as
the night of death is falling in the sick-
r sm. We do not have to climb over
any barrier today in order to greet each
other, for our professions are in full
sympathy. Yon, doctor, are our first
see last earthly friend. You stand st
tee. gates of life when we enter this
w.-rld and you stand at the gates of
(le ith when we-go out of it. In the eke-
ee: moments of oar earthly existence,
w esn the hand of the wife or mother or
sate r or daughter shall hold our right
heed, it will give strength to our dying
ire men& if we can feel the tips of your
tineers along tbe paiseof the left wrist.
W.- do not meet today, as on other days,
in houses of distress, but by the pleasant
altars of Clod, and I propose a sermoo
of helpfulness, and good cheer. As in
the nursery children eometimes re-enaot
all the scenes of the sickroom, so teday
you play that you are the patient and
that I am the phyaician, and take my
preacription juSt ODOR. It shall be a
tonic, a sedative, a dietetic, a disinfect-
ant. a stimulus and an anodyne at the
mos time. "Is there not balm in Gil-
ead? Is there not a physician there?"
As Ilosorable Calling.
In theft:rift place, I think all the med-
ical profession should become Christians
because of the debt of gratitude they
owe to God for tbe honor be has put
upon their calling. No other calling in
all the world, except it be that of the
Christian ministry, ham received eo
great an honor as yours. Christ himself
was not only preacher, bat physician,
surgeon, aurists ophthalmologist, and
coder his mighty power optic and an-
ditery nerve thrilled with light and
sound. and catalepsy arose from its fit,
and the clubfoot was straightened, and
anchylasia went out of the stiffened ten-
dons, and tbe foaming maniac became
placid as a child, and the streets of Je-
rusalem became an extemporized hami-
tal erowded with convalescent victims
of casualty and invalidism. All ages
have woven the garland for the doctor's
brow. Homer said:
A who physician, edited our wounds te heal.
Is more than armies to the public weaL
Cicero said, "There is nothing in
which men so approach the gods as
when they try to give health to other
men '' Charles IX made proclamation
that all the Protestants in France should
be put to death on St. Bartholomew's
day. bat made ooe exception, and that
the ease of Pare, the father of French
surgery. The hattlefielde of the Amer-
ican revolution welcomed Dra Mexcer
and Warren nod Rush. When the French
army was entirely demoralised by fear
of the plague, the leading surgeon of
that army inoculated himself with the
plague to show the soldier' there was
no eontagiou in it, and their creases
leer, and they went eti to the etalfila
(est has honored this prefeseleti all tie
*sr (lie the itelvatteetnatit
?tote the days *heti ilippeereiss *led
.41111 the ens. Purees with liellehtee
• mutated poaltiosta down to fat lekte
,etheiries wheu Hello, enlinnueed the
leery of reapiratititi, and Harvey the
elation of the blood, and Amen the
• s of the lyiuptiatio vessels, and Jen•
Der balked Os worst dismiss that ever
emerip(1 Eunme, and dycianham devel-
oped the recuperative fortes of the phy•
Sod organism, and teriehotia bask stop•
pod the shierring agate of the world,
led Astley Cooper and Abernethy,
• ihmeek and Homeyn, and tiriseum
" Valentine Meer. of the generation
; pas, onorsd field and fought back
deuth with their keen ecalpela
If we who are leymen in medicine
would nuderstand what the medical
profeesion has accomplished for the in-
sane, let us look into the dungeons
where the poor creatures used to be in-
carcerated-madmen chaieed,naked to
the wale a kennel of rotten straw their
only sleeping place, room unventilated
and unlighted, the worm calarnity of
the race punished with tbe very worst
paniehment-and then come and look
at the insane asylums of Utica and
Kirkbride-mofaed and pictured, libra-
Med, concerted, until all the arta and
adornmenut come to coax recreant rea-
een to assume her throne. Look at Ed-
ward Jeuner, the groat hero of medi-
cine. Foot hundred thousand people an-
nually dying in Europe from the small-
pox, Jenuer finds that bes the inecula-
tion of people with ViaCcine from a cow
the great scourge of nations may be ar-
rested. Tbe ministers of the gospel de-
.
, enia wits mines-
surest Edward Jenner ridine in a
great proceeeion on the back of a cow
and grave men expressed it os their
opinion thot all the ditiettscisof the brute
creation-weald be tranemlatited into tbe
human family, and they gave instances
where, they said, actually horns had
some out cn the foreheads of innocent
persons and people had began to chew
u . enner, t e hero of
medicine, went on fighting for vaccina-
tion until it has been estimated that one
doctor in 50 rein has saved more lives
theta all the battles of any one century
destroyed.
zees& Progress.
Passing along the streets of Edin-
burgh a few weeks after the death of
Air James Y. Simpeou, I saw the pho-
tograph of the docter in all the win-
dows of tbe shops and stores, and well
might that photograph be put in every
window, for be first used chloroform as
an anesthetic agent. In other (lays they
tried todull human pain by the hasheesh
of the Arabs and the niadrcrore of the
&was and the Greek, 1 ut it was left
Vo. Da. James fillmnson ill trutlat.t, Wilco
the
her
*et
r-
mit
rk-
iaway from the sharp instrument but
mild slumber instead of excrucia ion,
and the child wakes up and says: 'Fa-
titer, what's the matter? What' the
doctor here today for?" Oh, blmestiel be
God for James Y. Simpson and the
heaven descended mercies of chlorofiorm.
The medical profension steps in* the
courtroom, and after conflicting wit-
newel have left everything in a fog, by
chemical analyses shows the guilt ar in-
nocence of the prisoner, tliti by lithe-
matical demonstration, thas a ding
honors to medical jurisprudence. ,
This profession has done wondefs for
public hygiene. How often they have
stood between this nation and Asiatic
cholera and the yellow fever. The &non-
nments in Greenwood and Mount Au-
burn and Laurel Hill tell noomethiog of
the story of those men who stood face
to face with peetilence in soot berh cit-
ies, until staggering in their own' sick-
nese they Mumbled acmes the corphes of
those whom they had come to save.
This profeesion haa been the tra ul
advocate of ventiletion, sew rage,
drainage and fumigation, until their
sentiments were wed expressed by Lord
wipePalmentton, when be said to th Eng-
lish nation at the time a fast h been
proclaimed to keep off a great sti-
lenee: "Clean your etreets or death
will ravage, notwithstanding afl the
prayers of this nation. Cleau your
streets and then call on God for help."
See what this profession has doPe for
human longevity. There was such •
fearful subtraction from humah life
that there was a proapoct that within a
few centuries this world would be left
almost inbabitantless. Adam .start-
ed with a whole eternity of earthly ex-
istence before him, but he cut off the
most of it and only oomparatividy few
years were left -only 700 years df life,
sud tbeu 500, and then 400, aud thou
200, and tben 100, and then 50 and
then the average of human life cuitne to
40, and then it dropped to 18.; But
medical science came in-, and gentle the
nixteenth century the average of hams.
life had risen from 18 years to 44, and
it will continue* rise until the ayerage
of human life will be 50, and it Will be
(30, and it will be 70, anti a Mats will
have no right to die before 90, mid the
prophecy of Isaiah will be literally ful-
filled. "And the child shall die 100
years old." The millennium flu. the
sou!, of men will be tbe milletnnum
the
in
for tbe bodies of men. Sin done, disease
will be done, tbe clergyman add the
physician getting through witb their
work at the same time.
Doctors For the Poor.
But it seems to me that the most
beautiful benediction of the niedical
profession has been dropped utton the
poor. No excess now for any one's not
having scientific attendance, Diepeusa-
ries and intirmariee everywhere, under
the control of tbe best doctor*, !some cf
tbem poorly peid, some of them uot paid
at all. A half starved woman covbes out
from the low tenement house into the
dispensary and unwraps the rage from
her babe, a bundle of ulcers and eheam
and pustules, and over that little sufferer
bende the aeetuottlated wisdom:of the
ages, from 2Escalapius down do last
week's autopsy. In one dispeneary in
one year 150,000 prescriptions Were is-
sued. Why do I show you what Clod has
allowed this profestion to do? li it to
stir up your vanity? Oh, no! 'Jibe day
has gone try for pompous doctorh, with
conspicuous gold beaded canes anal pee
dered wigs, which were the liCet*Up.oi -
men td in the days when the bart.0 need
to carry through the streets of isoadon
Dr. Brockelsby's wig, to tbe admiration
and awe of the people, saying: "Make
way! Here 'comes Dr. Brockelsby's
wig." No; I announce these thiogs not
only to *cream) the appreciation of
laymen in regard to Abe work of ebvai-
clans, latit to stir In tbe heart* of fbe
men of the medical profession a feeling
of grate:ode to God that they babe been
allowed to pat their hand to: 'inch •
magniflcent work and that tiety have
been called into such illuatriotts com-
pany. HaTe you never felt a epirit of
gratitude for this opportunity? yOtl
not feel thankful now? Then, I am
afraid, doctor, you are not a Christian
and that the old proverb which Christ
quoted in his sermon may be appropri •
ate to you, "Pbysician, heal thyself."
Anotber reason why I think tbe med-
ical profession ought to be Chrieltians
becaase there are so many trials and
aunoyanoes in that profesion that need
positive Christian slam. I know you
have the gratitude of a great maey good
people. and I know it must be a grand
thing to walk intelligently throogh the
avenues of human life, and witb ana-
tomic skill poise yourself on the nerves
and fibers which crass and recross this
wonderful physical system. I seppoee a
'killed eye can see more beauty ieven in
malformation than an architect can
point out in any of his structures,
though it be the very triumph of arch
and plinth and abacus. But bow many
annoyances Red trials the medical pro-
fession bare! Dr. Rush used tb say ie
his valedictory addrem to tbe students
of the medical college, "Yonne( gentle-
men, have two pockets-a small pocket
and a big poeket, a small packet lb
which to put your fees, a large pocket
In Which bi put your annoyonoep,"
hi the Mit plate., the physielab hes he
halthoth, homy nierehsiits Aftwears
and Ineeheities earned attuft to WWII
during the emeiler week, and ke they
nuns theniesevis *long with leeritees
Itlid borelentu eamly until itobtettli
morning WARM, anti then Sher aise, 0 11
must have doctor." And Oil spoil.
the leshbath morniug (thumb selvice for
the physician. Besides that, there are
great many men who dim, but onee
week with their families. During tbt
scular days they take a hasty tench ni
thee restaurant. and en tbe Sabbeth they
make up for tbeir six days' abetinence
by especial ironnaudising, white), befere•
night, wake% their amused digeStive or
gang rry out for • doctor. sillt1 that
spoils the evening church serfice fur
the physician.
coming too late. Men wait n ail de
Then they are annoyed bl morel
last fortrem of, physical etretigth
taken and death has dug around it Oa
trench of the 'grave, and then they Dun
for the doctor. The alight fever which
might have been eured with a footbath
has become virulent typhus, itud the
hacking cough killing pi:immobile AS
though a captain should sink his ship
off Amagansett, and then put *bore in
a yawl, and then come to New York to
the marine office and want to, get his
vessel insured. Too late for the ship,
too late for the patient.
wise Doctors.
Then there are many who always
blame the doctor becuuse the people
die, forgetting the divine en cement,
"It is appointed unto all Met once to
die." The father in medicine ho an-
nouoced the fact that he had dia-overed
the art. by which to make nice in this
world immortal, himself died ut 47
re f , h h • ortality
was less than half a eentury or him.
Oh, how easy it is when peop e die to
cyy out, "Malpraeticts " Then the phy-
siciau must bear with all the whims,
and the sOphistriee, 'aud the d ptiona,
and tbe eeraragems. and the ir itatione
of the shattered nerves and the aloud-
ed brains of women, aud more edpecially
of men, who never know how 4raceful-
. 
ly to be sick, and who with thfir sali-
vated mouths curio the docted, giving
him his does, ai4 they say-atfout the
only tines he will in that ciielf collect.
The last bill tbat is paid is the doctor's
bill. It seems so incoherent )for a re-
stored patient, with ruddy elifekpi and
rotund form, to be bothered with a bill
charging him for ohl calomel jalap.
The phygicians of ibis country ido mere
miseionary worle-without cheer thin,
all the other professionalm put together.
From the maestri room, from the merry
party, from tbe comfortable cowl, on a
oold night, when the therniotnett r
fl se degree's below zero, the deepir must
OP "JAL awsee-be always Biwa go
el
MM.
Ielesiaeseeleeee're's
DVSS away. lo Keep up meter this ner-
vous strain, to go through this night
week, to Lear ell these anneyeures,
matey physicians have re-sorted to strong
drink and perished. Others have appin I
t.• Cod for sympathy and
has e list d. inch were the w lie the,
tots, jedge ye?
Agent, up tip al profemion onget
es le! 'lirlstitells OUP.' lira pro-
feeslonal exigeuries when they need
Cold. Aited destruction by uubleesed
physiciaes wee a warning. There urn
ful et este in every medical practice
when a doctor ought to know how to
pray. All the hosts of ills still some-
times hurl thienselves ou the weak
v4111544 the physical erganisin, or with
equal ferocity will aesault the entire
hue of susceptibility le Kan-ring. The
dese metiii•ine will decide
whether 4.r net the happy hone, shall be
broken up. Shall it be that medicine or
that medicine? God help the (hinter!
13etweeu the five drops aud the ten
drops may be the question of life or
death. Shall it be the five or the ten
dome? Be careful how you put that
knife throagh those delicate portions of
the body, for if it swing out at the way
the sixth purt of an inch the patient
perishes. Under such cirrumstances a
physician needs not SO much consulta-
tion with men of his owu calling as he
needs consultation with thut God who
etrung the nervtat and built the cella
and swung the crimson tide through the
arteries. Yon wonder why the heart
throbe, why it seems to open and shut.
There is no wonder about it. It is God's
band, shutting, opening, shutting, open-
ing, on every heart. When a man comes
to doctor the eye, he ought be iu com-
munication with Iiitu who said to the
Wiwi, "Receive thy sight." When a
doetor conies to treat a paralytic arm,
he ought to be in communication with
him oho plaid, "Stretch forth thjahand,
aud he stretched it forth." When amen
comes to doctor a bad canoe of hewer-
rlinge, lie needs to be in coniniunieatiou
with him whocured the issue of blood,
saying, "Thy faith bath saved thee."
Piety and Medical Skill.
I do not mean to say that piety will
wake ap for medical skill. A bungling
doctor, confouuded with what was not a
very bad case, went into the next room
to pray. A skilled physician was called
in. He asked for the first practitioner.
"Oh," they said, "he's in the mit room
praying." said the skilled doc-
tor, "tell him to come out bete end
help. He can pray and stork at the
same time." It ell in that au,
tenet\ Do the best we eau and ask God
to help Us. The-re ere eo two men iu all
the world, it wows to me, thut so much
neer' the grace Of lied its nouister
who doctors the sick soul and the pity-
siciau who prescribee for the disused
budy.
Auother reason why the tnedical pro-
fessiou might to be Chriptiaus ie becuuse
there opens before them such a guild
field fer Christian usefulness. You se
no many people in pain, in trouble, in
beieavement. You ought to be the voice
of heaven to their Souls. Old Dr. Gaeh-
erie De Witt, a priteatioutsr ef New
York, told me in his last days, "j at-
ways preeent the religion of Christ to
my patients, either directly or indirect-
ly, and I find it i3 almost always accept-
able." Drs. Abererombie and Brown of
Scotland, Doe Hey and Putheid/1; of
Englaud and Dr. Rush of our own couu•
try were celebrated for their faithful-
nese in that direction. "Oh," says tbe
medical profession, "that is your mem-
potion. That belongs to t be clergy, m-*
to us." My brother, there are severe ill-
nesses in which son will not admit even
the clergy, and that puttente. salvation
will depeud upon your faithfuinees.
With the medicine for tbe body in our
band, the medicine for tee eoul iu tee
other, oh, what a chance! Tlwre lies a
dyipg Christian on the pillow. You
need to beld over him the lantern of
the gospel until ite light streams acmes
the pathway of the departing pilerim,
aud you need to cry into the dull ear et
death, "Hark to the song of heaven's
welcome that com- edeyling over the
waters!" There lie on the pitlop !! dy-
ing sinner. All tae morphine that yint
brought with yee cannot quiet him
Terror in the face. Terror iu the boa: t
How be jerks himaelf up ou one ell .v
and looks wildly into your face eud
says: "Doctor, I can't die. a gni eel
ready to die. What makes is so derkt
e: ea, can you pray?" Blessed for yeas
_am LSsesed for him if then you can
kneel doivn and say: "0 God, I have
done the best I could to cure this man's
body, sod I have failed. a ev I commit
to thee his poor, suffering and affright-
ed soul. Open Paradise to bits departiug
spirit."
The Last Meknes's.
But I must close, for tbere may be
suffering non and women waiting iu
your cffice, or on the hot pillow, won-
dering why you don't come. Bat isefere
you go, 0 (lectors, hear my prayer for
your eternal salvation. Blessed will be
the reward in heaven for the faithful
Christian physician. Someday, through
overwork or from bending over a pg-
tieut and catching his contagious breath,
the doctor conies bonie, and lie lies
down faint and sick. He is too weary
to feel his own pulse or take the diag-
nosis of his own complaint. He is wons
out. The fact is, his work on earta
ended. Tell those people iu the office
thee they need not wait any longer.
The doctor will never go taiere agaiu.
He has written his last prercription
for the alleviation of human pain. The
people will ran up his front steps and
inquire, "How le the doctor todey?"
All the sympathies of tbe neighborhouti
will be aroueed uud there will be tuany
prayers that he who has been so kind
to the sick may be comforted in his
laid pang. It is all over now. In two or
three days his convalescent patiente,
with shawl wrapped around them, will
come to the trout witalow and look out
tbe mewing hearse, aud the poor tee
the city, barefooted and bare beaciee,
will stand ou the street corner, euyiug,
"Oh, bow good he was to us alll" But
on the other side of the river of death
some of his old patients who are for-
ever cured, will tome out to weletinie
aud the phyeician of beaten, With
lurks as white re snow, according to the
Aptieallyptlo vision, will come eut aiid
asiy ' Wino In, come In: was sick
sefl NO, "
A young .-utnan about to be presented at
court receives 'he fullest instructions as to
her behavior. She is told how to dress, how
to manage her train; how hi courtesy cot-
rectly. livery incident is carefully rehearsed
that she may commit no blunder in the
presence of royalty. If all this trouble is
worth while for the satisfaction of one brief
moment, how infinitely more important it is
that a young girl about to enter into the
sacred precincts of womanhood, should be
properly instructed in all that concerns a
life-time of possible happiness, or possible
misery.
Every mother ought to see to it that her
daughters are healthy and strong in a wo-
manly way. She ought to make them aware
that any neglect or irregularity of the spe-
cial functions of womanhood may result in
life-long weakness and disease.
Any mother or daughter may write con
cerning these delicate ailments, with the
utmost confidence to Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief
consulting physician to the Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y.
Het letter will be answered free of charge
with suggestions for selltreatment at home,
by which these complaints may be overcome
without need of mortifying examinations.
Dr. Pierce has had over thirty years' ex-
perience in the treatment of women's dis-
eases, and is an eminent specialist in this
particular field of practice. " Favorite
Prescription '' cures completely and perma-
nently the most obstinate cases of feminine
weakness and disease. It heals all inflamed
conditions, strengthens and tones the nerve-
centres and the entire womanly organism.
For prospective mothers and nursing
mothern, the " Favorite Prescription " is a
perfect strength sustainer.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH ROUND.
No. 55 Areom'dation departs 5 :30 a. m.
" 53 Faet line  " 13:07 a. m.
" 51 Mail  " 6 :13 p m.
" tel New Orleans lim. " 8:10 p. m.
NORTH.
52 Chicago & St. Louis lim. 0:41 a. m.
12 Mail  10 :fil a. m.
sel Feet line  11:53 p. in.
06 A000mmodation, arrives 7 PLO p.:133,
Torturing
Rheumatism,
The busiest and most inset men
are not always exempt front sickness.
Especially . are they liable to be at-
tacked and complete le disabled by that
most annoying and painful ailment-
Rheumat jam. Nen in all walks of life
arc eieliject at any time to be seized
with this disease. and besides the great
bodily pain, there is a limat unbearable
tnental angetieli at the thought of hav-
ing one's sire gth and vigor gradually
supplanted by a condition of utter
helplessness. Under the effects of
Rheumatism, the strotosest men be-
come the weakest, and the most useful
are robbed of their usefultiese.
Mr. J. A. LeSeur has lived in At.
tante, Ga., for years. and some of the
prettiest residences and most substan-
tial business blocks of that city are
monuments to his akill as an architect
and builder.
MR. J. A. LESEtte.
But like many other busy enema:a
LeSeur was overtaken by Rheumatism
and soon his strength gave way tu a
comfit ion of helpleminesa. Tele dread
disease produces more agony, he says.
than can well be deecribed. " ion
years I have suffered with Sciatic
Rheumatism and often felt as if a
small piece of my spine had been
taken out, also as if a iraement of
bombshell had passed through my left
hip. When I Would sit dote'', I could
not straighten up for several minuted,
and then only at the expense of great
pain. I could get absolutely no relief,
though many remedies were tried.
Someone recommended S. et, 8. and I
was almost despair when I began its
wee. In three days, however, I was
so greatly relieved that I felt very
little inconvenience froth the :lieu:ne-
tt:sem '1'lle dietmee grew lees painful
as 1 continued the 5, 54 ited very
soon disappeared entirely, M. 13.
also proved to be a fine tunic, as I now
have more appetite, and feel better
than ever before, in my life. I cannot
say too much praise of S. S. S."
Rlieumatism is a condition of the
blood which has aiweys baffled the
doctors, and it is a peculiarity that
those who once have it are sure to al-
ways be subject to its attacks from
time to time. The reason of this is
that the doctors are only able to give
temputaer relief, but cannot rid the
system of the enemies! peptimilently.
S. S. S. (guaranteed purely reuetabiei is
the only real blood remedy for real
blood troubles, such as Rheumathun,
ei4j6iftiia, Cancer, Eczema, Catarrh,
Tetter, Contagieus Blood Poison, etc.
When S. S. td. once forces A disease
from the system It never returne, Our
valuable books will be mailed free to
say address. Swift Specific Co., At-
lanta, Geogie.
PrAtsioral Cards.
WILLIAM B. hit,.nY,
Attorney-Al 'LAW.
Sargent Budding - 11Tain.St.
J. W. HARNEO. M. D.
Physician and
Surgeon.
OFFICE over T. M. Jones,
corner Main aud Seventh,
OFFICE HOITRisi re. al., 5.4 p. in.
llopkinsvtlic, Ky.
Cr. r. H. TANDY,
INT T S
Crown and bridge work a specialty.
Office over Richert and Co's. store,
Mani St.
JOHN FELAN I ),
Attorney - At - Law.
OFFICF4 Old Bank Building, cornet
5th and Main Ste.
A. P. (ill 0.C-K E T T .
Attorney . at - Law.
Offi.ce:with Joe McCarrolL
HOPKINSVII LE, - - • KENTUCKY
Hunter Wood. Bunter Wood, Tr
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-At-Law.
Offloe in Hopper Block, up stairs ove
Planters Bank
KOPKINIIVILLF., • • K ENTUOK Y
0. V. Ry. Time l'able.
ourfoope;mikt,Nis'iheft
atit+111 tell oh.
No, I Moly N daily
4 -50 p. m.
b eat "
6:14 "
3. id .
Lv. DeKnven ;In " .d7 "
Lti. Marten 9:11 " 7.85 '
Pritteeten 10 :111 40 "
Are. Lioplinaville II :BO noon 9.60 p. m
worm female,
No. la daily No. 4 daily
Lv. Hopkineville ile0 a. m. r.
Princeton 5 :37 " arriV" 4 :°tleave 4 :4t
5:41 "
6 "
7 :12 "
7:41 "
8:07 1,
8:56 "
LT. it.fitp.on. 0:1A it. It
1.4r. itetidemen :011 "
14v. Corydon 7 :111"
Moryantield I ;88 "
Lv. Marion 7 :81 "
Lv. DeKoven :27 "
Le. Morgantield 9 :02 "
Lv. Corydon 9:30 "
Lv. Hendernon 9:52 "
Arm Evansville 10 :40 "
UNIONTOWN /RANCH.
molten ROI we,
Lv. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m
Arr. Uniontown 9:85 a. m. 7:40 p.
1107711 SOUND
Lv. Uniontens-n 7:25 a. m. 5:25 p.
Arv. Morganfield 7:50 a. m. 5 :50 p. m
LOCAL IRRIOIIT TRAINS.
Lv. Prineeton 7 :15 a. m.
Arv. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. m. daily
Hopkineville 5:00 p. ru. daily.
Arr. Princeton f7 :IS p. m.
B. F. Miteliell, 0. 9. & P. A.
Evansville, Ind
eCORPORATEDialle 'e
1 1:4r1qPV41"
FERD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
1 AVE YOU `',/.1r:r..1Ttisrestpot,..12emht... beerr
Mouth. Hair Yelling, Write (IVOR
MICK IliDY OW. OW/ Waseale Tomei.
\leas°, for proofs ot cures. Cap'
Issto•prig. Wood cuss eland ea at
aa dare. 1•••paal) WwwW tree.
Olney will go down in history as the
Aeoretary of State st ho sold out *Spain.
Cosearets stimulate liver. Ll.lneye and
to eels. Never sicken), weaken or grime
The Spiiiiiiirds ate very elow but it
seeme that they have at last caught up
wit h Wes- ler.
It hag been iliscovi.reil that eye vale,:
;mil waters containiing sugar of lead
.often procince heed ioleon fatal to sight
if not to life. Yeu rnn a greet risk in
using such art iterate:me. To effectually
end spa, f' V find permarently cure sort,
lids or lops ithout
the isso...jhility of veil after 41Teet.s. Use
Sutherland's eegle eye solve
Sold by It. C. Hurdle ick.
The airshlp has taken II few day. eff
probably tn give the Lake Erie serpent
a fair chatter..
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tabletm.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25c. For gale by L. L.
Elgin and C. K. Wyly.
After the next November election
every' ody will be asking, "Where the
matter with Retitle?"
Some for ten. some for twente and
wane for thirty years have sena-red from
odes and then have been quickly and
permanently enred by using DeWitt',
Witch Hazel lealve. the great remedy
sor pike and all forms of skin disease..
R. O. Hardwiek.
In n boat with Justice the big thief
fares far bete r than the (lin f of small
caliber, papecielly if they are bank pria•
tektite.
_ _ _ _ _ _
Not only pile* of the very worst kind
ran be eared by DeWitt's Witeh Unoel
ealve, hat eczema. sicahlabuttis, bruisep.
hoes. ulcers tied all other skin troubles
ean be anomaly relieved hy the same
remedy. R C. Hardwick.
Armour, of Chieago, le now ematiipto
letting" the Cracker Trust. Armour al-
ways diii have a weakume for handling
-dough."
Evil after etre ts al ter fanow the nee
-if Dr Ihdas Peppermint Chill Tonic. It
is a phi-asset liver laxative. It mak. s
rich, red bloml. It makee etont, pound
',one. It miaow flesh. It mak. s resy
eheeke. all of this euree chills so they
stay cured. Deelers guarantee it
Sold by R C. Wirdwick.
Probably Mr. McKinley is holdieg
back thnt proinieed prosperity until the
teriff bill is mimed so the pm-tee:an point
to that measure as the came of it.
_ _ _
Don't neglect eld'Im Chills brine en
ronspetion-coneestimi !minim pit di at h
You elan eerie entlis dint beonme stout
healthy hy using Dr. Dell's Pepper
%int Chill Tonic
Sold by R C. Hanlvvick.
Up to the present time Mr. Mcleitili y
has eloeml two mills for forcer one he
efts opened. Republican talk about im•
provement in the Legatees situetion
all lot.
The eagle, the king of ell birds, is
noted for ita keen eight clear and die
enot vision. ece are those PfTW'WS who
use Sutherland's Eagle Eye Salvo for
week eyes, styes, sore eyes of any kind
or granulated lids. Sold by all dealers.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
The Toledo, utile, Wewe says; "Mr
Harrison wi:1 melte a reistal:e if he
leaves hie bicycle, his baby and his fat
lew practice to take up Spanish business
as Relater to Madrid."
. _ , .
-They are dandire." said Thew Bow-
ers. of the Crocket, Texas. Etiterprise,
while wilting shout DeWitt'm Little
Early Risers, the famous little pills for
sick headarhe and dimnrders of the stom
%eh and l!ver. R. C. Hardwick.
-es-- - 
Very naturally the first airship was
seen in Kansas. The quality of whisky
drank by everybody in prohibitionStatee
is horrible, and strange things are seen
every hour of the day. --s
To Curs a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Brorno Quinine Tablet*.
til druggiete refund t n oney if it
fails to mule 2.5c. isor sale by L. L
Elgin and C. K. Wyly.
Seeretary Gage is very nineh inclined
to talk through his high silk "Katie."
Optimism will do well enough ander
sotnecireumstances lint it dope not pound
right (-mutest from a man at the head of
a "belated" Treasury.
Shahs Into Yetur Shoes
Allen's Frot-Ease, a powder for the
feet. It curets. painful, swollen, smart
ing feet and instantly takes; tbe eting
out of corns and bunions. It's the great-
est comfort discovery of the age. Al-
len's ft ut-etteve makes tight-fitting or
view shoes feel easy. It is a certain care
for sweating, callous and hotaired, ach-
ing feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all
druggists and shoe stores. By mail for
25c stampe. Trial package free. Ad-
dreee, Allen S. Olmsted, lee Roy, N. Y
_ease- a ewe- - -- -
A s yet Mark Hanna has not made any
reputation for himself in the Senate
The only reputation he has in the world
is that of a successful trickster in poli-
tics, and take hie money away from hini
and he could npt even succeed in that
line.
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
Life A "es
If you want to quit eubacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
ealti tett pounds in tell days. ()vet 40O,•
ism cured. tiny Nti-Th-iittp of your
,Irtirtglot, violet guarantee to t4thli htit'
,ur CA, Nook let and sample mailed
'No Ad- Sterling Named); Co , Min-
go OP Now York.
- Min •
Not only do eilisens of Chin get al
the Federal Mites that they want, but
Peewits of ether States who Call
NS filet? native State have tio
tremble in getting all they go otter
After all, there's nothing like ettrefully
ieletelog your liirthpiniiii,
To Offer a Rewarder 8100
for a cos of month (hit tato not be cur-
ed, may lead to the male of the article
But do you know of any such reward
being paid? Ely Bros., do not promise
rewards in order to sell their well
known "Cream Balm." They offer th.
most effective niedirants, prepared in
ronvenient form to use, wheel is alien
lately free from mereurials or other
harniful drupe
4110•••.--
The Walleton, Ohio, Sentinel say.:
"The people of Ohio have the opportu-
nity of their liven to break the eirenit
between Wall street and the Whits.
House by retiring Mark Hanna to
private life-and we firmly belive that
they will take advantage of that op-
portunity."
To cure a chill : When the lips begin
to quiver and turn blue, and before the
first chilly shivering setnottion conies
on take a full dame of lir. Pep-
permint Chill Touic. It is stimulating.
It warms the blood. It promotes the eir-
emulation of the blood. It will prevent
the chill nine times in ten. It is guar-
anteed to prevent the chill ten (tines in
ten if taken four hours beforechill time.
Sold by R. O. Hardwick.
A statue of Peter Cooper watt unveiled
in New York on Saturday. The World
says his "career from beginning to end
was one of work, of honeety, and of
fidelity to all that goes to make human
life worth living." A high tribute in
theee days of crookedness; but Peter
Cooper has been dead a good while.
In medicine the beet only is good
ent ugh. The best gives the quicken
and hingept relief without leaving any
evil after effects. Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic is mild. It does not rack
your bones or Mock your nervem Take
it and seethe resulte--chills and malaria
disappear as snow before the munshine
of ppring. The after effects are sound
bone, rich, red blood good fleeh and no
more chills.
pold by 11, C. Hardwick.•
MONTHLY
SUFFERING.
Thousands of
women are
troubled at
inetahly inter-
vals with pains
in the head,
back, breasts,
shoulders,sides
hips and limbs.
But they need
not suffer.
These pains are symptoms of
dangerous derangements that
can be corrected. The men-
strual function should operate
painlesely.
• pefr- (LIKE'S gi •
LIU/Ineofar
makes menstruation painless,
and regular. It puts the deli-
cate menstrual organs in condi-
tion to do their work properly.
And that stops all this pain.
Why will any woman suffer
month after month when Wine
of Cardui will relieve her? It
costs Pao at the drug store.
Why don't you get a bottle
to-day?
For advice, in cases requiring
special directions, address, eiv-
jog BYTTIPtoms, "The Ladies'
Advisory Department," The
Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
e••••••••••
Mrs. ROZENA LEWIS,
of Oonsvilte, rms. says'
" I ass troubled at monthly intervals
with terrible pales In my head and back,
but hare been entirely relieved by Wine
Cardial."
PARKE
HAIR BALSAM
Cleatue• and bereilirioa th• psi&l'e..es.os • turamst resth.
Palls to Restore Cray
Matr to Lys Youth/Li Celor.
COW" 6,111p k hair
as.avejl 1.17.14i•le
lea kyr..er ....ea• *WC (
Weal •11. tif Ai Wm
MUTE ti&OR.J3. 11.• erlymee hue kr Cent.Owe ai UlD4St..4 eu., g. y
day Hires 4.01'40" .;"<",.____
On a recl hot '-‘% ..., _,
N___\\ \\\N$ '
Rootbeer -IA' -----AE.
stands be- ".. t, ';".:--
tween you . 
r ..
tressing ef- / i 11 .\ s'
and the dis- ' • ,A 11 s ::'
j fects of the heat. ' I . . '
1 HIRES
Rootbeer
cools the blood,
tones the stom-
ach , inyigoraten
the body, fully
satisfies the thirst.
A delicious ,spark -
1 i n g, temperance
drink of the high-
est medicinal valuc.
Tbs thisrtn.Weits . ewe
peritarzsly:S name.
Clik&Tdrou
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents fur the....
OldMutualgenefitLire
Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans and Real estate
Are Specialties With Us....
Office on Weet gide North Main, near
Court-house, liopkin.wuna, Ky.
Cells Wallace.
Teeth. Teeth.
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted w i t o u t
plate.
Old:End Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
work a specialty. All
work guaranteed at
Ballimort Dental Pears,
Summers Building,1
Hopkinsville, Ky
TENNESSEE
CENTENNIAL
EXPOSITION,
NASilVILLP, TIAN,
May let to October 30.
LAW PATIO'
rr0111 all stations mi Ohio
hallway, Corridon to Gravel,
Ky., hiclusive, to Nashville,
TP1111. end return. Tickets oil
pale daily. Rates, information
and tiekete may be obtained tenni
any agent of Ohio Valley Railway
B. F. MITCHEL,
le F. and P. A,,
Evausville, Ind
EXCURSION TICKETS
-VI*
Illinois Central R. R.
T1) THE
TENNESSEE
CENTENIAL.
-And International Exposition al--
NASHVILLE.
For the above OCeaS1011 Iclo.t a will Is, sold
by the Illinois Central Itediroad at varying
times, rates and limits. Including Is ticket
rili Kali' daily, good to return until Novem-
Is.r 7. and Including tickets list Ind Unlit id
twenty days fifteen day.; days,•
also tickets on Tuemlnys and Thurstia)s of
each week with limit of fifteen days. For
part hailers es to Which of the above ap-
plies tr.mt )•our nearest Ithil road W4111011 in
e"nurctl..11 %lilt' the Illinois Central Hall-
road, volt on 1,r Wide. your nearest roll-
nytul Ticket Agent.
Wm. NII•IIRAV. la% . A gt. New Orleans.
.INO. A. SeretT. Ills. Agt.. Memphis.
A. It. A 74144M, CI. P. a W. A. 'MAIN u.
chicago. A.Ii. I'. A
Secret of Beauty
is health. The secret of health is
the power to digest and assim•
late a proper quanity of food.
Vhis can never be done when
he liver does not act it's part.
Doyou know th:s?
l'ret's Liver Piils are an abso
.ute cure for headache, dys-
iwpsia, sour stomach,
-on:itipation, torpid liver, piles
:aindice, bilious fever, bilious-
ness and kindred diseases. -
sTutt's Liver Pills
It is not at all surprising that the
friends of the Indiana man who refused
to accept a pension should have regard-
ed him tie insane, for such a thiug as a
emu refusing a peneion never before oc-
curred in Lloomiertiom.
Texas expecte to get sus,00moo for
her wheat and 18,000,000 ler lier oats
thim year-and we hope who'll not be dis-
appoit•ted, KY. there has heen a ereat deal
of bnsineseembarrapeamnt in the "Lone
Star" State during the last two years.
A Boston paper says that ••a message
east into the sea in mid-wean by a New
York man in bottle liar; inst reache d
France." It must have been pre tty
trying on the New York man to have re-
mained in the bottle anch a long while.
The news from Cuba is more sicken-
ing than ever. Weyler's chagrin at the
failure of his military Operations is
finding exprepsion in freeh outrages and
murder. It ie presumed that President
McKinley is informed upon all theee
matters.
.
Dun's Commercial Review has at last
diecovered what the single gold stand-
ard really means: "More business hae
*be don e on less money"-that isavould
have to be if there was the bulginess§ to
be done-a very undesirable state of af-
fairs, to say the least of it.
It would be eemsedingly unwise in (x-
Preeident Harrison to attach himself in
any way to the McKinley Administra-
tion, as it is going to prove a complete
failure. And, again, who knows but
what the G. (). P may be in sueh a con-
dition in 1900 that it will etand in need
of a candidate hailing from the Hoosier
State?
Tenneasee bas LOW ht letAISt Ont. gtx
law that was enacted by the len Logig
'attire. It is the Jarvis law, which, it
is believed, will save the people of the
State six million dollars in fees that have
heretofore gone to the office-holders.
This will greatly lessen the tax
-payers'
burdens. The law should be framed
and hung in a conspicious plaee st the'
Exposition so that visitors from all oth-
er States can see it,. seggesta the St.
LOUls PosteDepatch,
_
When the McKinley bill was enacted
in 1590 the Republican leaders told the
people that they were placing the duties
enormously high so se to reduce the
Government revenue and stop the ac•
cumulatien of a surplus, which logically
was all right, and that's just what it
did, Bat now-seven years later they
go far beyond the McKielty rate anu
tell the people the duties art. piaci d high
in order to inerease the Government's
revenues. They must think the public
'very gullible,
One of Two Ways.
The bladder was created for one par
pose. namely, a receptacle for the urine
and as such it is not liable to any form
of disease except by one of two ways
The first way from imperfect action
of the kidneys. The other is from care-
less local treatment of other diseases.
CHIEF CAUSE.
Unhealthy urine from unhealthy kid
neys is the chief cause of bladder
troubles. So the womb like the bladder
was created for one purpo e, and if not
doctored too much is not liable to weak
MISS or disease, ercept in rare cases. It
is situated back of end very close to the
bladder, therefore any pain, disease oi
inconvenience manifested in the kid-
neys, bark, bladder or urinary paesage-
is often attributed to female weakneee
or womb trouble of tome sort. The er
ror is easily made and may be as easils
avoided. To tine out correctly, set
your urine aside for twenty-four hours,
a sediment or settling indicates kidney
or bladder trouble. The mild and the
extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer',
Swamp Root, the great kidney and
bladder remedy is soon realized. If yon
need a medicate you should have the
best, At druggists fifty centa and one
dollar. Yon may have a sample bottle
and pamphlet both sent free by mail.
Mention Nsw ERA and send your ad-
dresa to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton
N. Y. The proprietors of this paper
guarantee the genuineness of this offer.
-
A French scientist declarea that la
can prove that love is a disease. The
divorce court seems to be about the only
antidote for a bad attack of the malady,
and even that doesn't always prove-
effectual.
________
Don't neglect a cough because the,
weather is pleasant; before the next
storm rolls aronud it will develop into s
serious difficulty beyond repair. One
Minute Cough Care is Pasty to take one
will do what its name imphee. C
Ilardwiek.
An Eastern dress-reformer lays that
"no e omen should ever think of wear
ing a corset armand the house." He's
wrong, She -bad far better wear it
*round the house than around her waist.
- -
W. B. Johnson, Newark, 0 , says.
"One Minute Cough Cure saved my on-
ly child from dying by croup " It hat.
saved thousands of others suffering from
croup, pneumonia, bronchitis and other
serious throat and lung troubles,. R. C
Hardwick.
When the average woman hears any•
thing against a man about the first
thing she says is, "How I pity his poor
wife," instead of pitying the poor fellow.
Don't thin emit blood iteasefea.
et potent it With bletenittete lett ns-
lora hy iising DeWitt's lath, Early
Risers, the fatuous pills tor month.
molten. ittleitisliette pull 'drunken Phil
neer temililea Thee Are Oiled/ teseeill
li O. ti4rdwiek
• IIIIIimm—rorms
Every old loteholor knows less IlbOut
IOVe Ilan he will admit and every nine
Hod man knee s more, say. " hs Bache.
lor" Ill the New York Poem
_.-
Thoneand. of poems use Nether.
lawns Eegle Rye Salve who never diti
have pore eye* It etresigthens weak
eyes-pinks the vision (liar and dile
fleet It is nice wed convenient to nee.
You newel it Try it.
klold by R Hardwick.
AO-
The i;reeks must intend to drown
their sorrow in the flowing bowl, as ten
car-louris of Kentucky whisky have just
been started to Athens.
________
 se_ .
Sutherland Eagle Eye Salve is 'new
aud original in style of package and
medical qualities It is perfectly harm-
lees, contains no lead and is a guarani.
teed cure for granulated lois, sore eyes
or styes
Sold by R. C. Haridwck.
The ineaniug of the decision in the
Searles ease is that there must be no
unwarranted prying into private rascal-
ity.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Care" for Rheumatiem and
Nenralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterowe It removes at once the
cease and the disease immediately die-
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits ;
75 centa• Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinaville
The flight from Larissa showed that
as a sprinter Prince Constantine need
fear no competitor. He has good wind.
- - 
- -
Call for Christian Coun-
' ty Bonds.
All bonds outstanding against Chris-
tian county, Kentucky, anil which said
bonds are of date July 1. le67, and due
and payable Julyt lst, 1897, are hereby
called in for payment and concellation
and all interest on same will be stopped
and discontinued on and after the said
1st day of July 1897. Holders and own-
ers of said bonds are ordered and direct-
ed to present said bond to theCityBank,
of Hopkinsville, Ky , for payment on
the said lett day of July 1497. Done by
order of the Christian County Fiscal
Court, this the 19th id JanyoofWA.pBrirle,alttalhi7t.t,
, I Geo. H. Meyers,
Commissioners : Thomas M.Barkes,
.1. Mho H. Anderson.
J
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Larrst package--greatest economy. Made only by
I THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Mimeo. )8t. Louts. Mew York. Boston Philadelphia.
i
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